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financial key figures

the coMpany

¬ Manz automation ag
Manz Automation AG develops and manufactures systems and 
components for automation, quality assurance and laser process 
technology. The company’s core competences are to be found 
in robotics, image processing, laser technology and control 
 technology. Manz Automation AG thus unites bundled expertise 
from elementary technology areas to achieve optimum results 
for its customers. 

in EUR million 2006 2007

Revenues 43.8 71.2

Total operating revenues 44.2 81.4

EBIT 4.9 10.0

EBIT margin (in % of revenues) 11.1 14.1

EBT 4.1 10.6

Net income 2.8 8.2

Earnings per share (in EUR) 1.77 2.40

Equity ratio (in %) 53.0 63.9

financial key figures 2006 – 2007
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… HAS GLiTTERinG pERSpEcTivES.

…/ We are one of the world’s leading providers of systems and components for the photovoltaic industry. We thus play a key role in  
establishing this clean source of energy worldwide. With a sustained effect for the market. And for us. …/ The pictures in this annual  
report take you on a visit to introduce you to our company’s headquarters in Reutlingen – from dawn to dusk. …/ That’s where it all  
started. And where we are today. Prepared for the challenges of the photovoltaic age.

ELEcTRiFyinG pERSpEcTivES



SOLAR/… SUn/LExicOn

The Solar /… Sun / Lexicon is a small lexical compendium that explains topics about the sun, our greatest 
source of energy, and solar energy. It aims to give you, our shareholders, a greater insight into solar energy 
and topics connected therewith. /… 

LExicOn AU – Av

A L / P H A  [ noun ]

[ Knowledge : Light ]
¬ First letter of the Greek alphabet, also the beginning. Everything began 13.7 billion years ago. /… With 
a big bang /… space expanded [ it’s still expanding ] and made space for irregular collections of gas, 
that formed into galaxies and solar systems as a result of gravity /… ¬ Tremendous forces resulted in 
such enormous compression that hydrogen turned into helium as a result of nuclear fusion. Radiation 
was created. Also: Light. /*... 

A n / t i - r e / f L e c / t i v e  c o A t / i n g  [ noun ]

[ Photovoltaics : crystalline silicon solar cells ]
¬ No electricity can be created from the sun’s reflected rays, and as a result, /… solar cells are coated 
with a thin-film [ mostly silicon nitride ], in order to minimize reflection in the solar cell and maximize 
the absorption of light. This substantially increases the effectiveness of the solar cell. /*...

A u / t o / m A / t i o n  s y s / t e m s  [ noun ]

[ Photovoltaics : crystalline silicon solar cells ]
¬ Politicians and consumers  /… are demanding lower prices for photovoltaics systems in no un-
certain terms. Manz Automation AG’s automation systems play a key role in reducing costs. These 
systems are setting standards on the market with their precision and their throughput figures – with 
minimum breakage rates. /*… 

LExicOn START 
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Dear shareholders, We are very pleased to be able to present you with this 
annual report – for the best year yet in Manz Automation AG’s history. We 
more than fulfilled our expectations with record-breaking revenues and earn-
ings. Manz Automation AG was able to increase revenues to EUR 71.2 million 
last fiscal year, up more than 62 % year-on-year. EBIT increased even more 
clearly, up from EUR 4.9 million to EUR 10.0 million, with net income even 
soaring from EUR 2.8 million to EUR 8.2 million, up almost 200 %.

This means that we have succeeded in further continuing our strong growth 
from last year. We used the funds from the capital increases during the IPO 
and in the summer of 2007 to further expand our technology leadership in 
many areas and we have made specific acquisitions to form the foundations 
for dynamic growth in the coming years. 

In addition to a positive economic environment, in particular the highly  
dynamic growth on the photovoltaic market contributed to this result – highly 
specialised solutions and applications for the solar cell industry and the key 
technology for the future are thus among the central value drivers in our busi-
ness strategy. The very pleasing growth in our operating business was driven 
by successful improvements to the system for the production of crystalline 
solar cells, but also by new developments, including the laser scribing equip-
ment presented in 2007 for the production of thin-film modules. This allowed 
us to acquire a key order from Applied Materials in the spring with a volume 

to our shareholders /… 
¬ …*/ letter to shareholders …
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of approx. EUR 18 million. This order includes the delivery of laser scribing 
equipment for the provision of turnkey thin-film production lines. The follow-
on order totaling around EUR 45 million was already received in August 2007. 
In just a brief period, our company has, in our own opinion, become estab-
lished as the global market leader for this technology with a share of around 
60 %. This technology leadership is an excellent starting point for Manz 
 Automation AG, as growth in the photovoltaic sector will be even more dy-
namic in future.

The market is still in its infancy: experts are forecasting annual global growth 
through to 2015 of 50 % for the entire photovoltaic sector. 

Manz was able to rapidly penetrate the thin-film market as a result of the 
substantial technology synergies between the systems.solar and systems.lcd 
divisions, as thin-film technology systems are based on existing solutions in 
the LCD sector. This opens up advantageous cost and development synergies 
within the group, with the result that we will be able to further increase our 
growth and profitability. 

The fast-growing Asian market has proved to be the company’s most impor-
tant region. The recent acquisition of a 70 % interest in Intech Machines Co., 
Ltd. in Taiwan means that we have taken a key step, reinforcing our market 
position for LCD and solar and also our customer proximity in Asia. Intech is 
by far the leading Taiwanese manufacturer of wet chemical process equipment 

to our shareholders /… 
¬ …*/ letter to shareholders …
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for the LCD and PCB industries. Access to this technology will allow us to 
further increase our value added in the production of thin-film solar modules 
over the short term, and to develop additional sales and earnings potential. 
The acquired wet chemical plant technology will also play a key role in future 
in the production of crystalline solar cells. This means that we have reinforced 
our existing market leadership for crystalline technology. As a result we are 
already the only provider in the world to be able to supply all of the back end 
machines for an annual output of 50 MW per production line. 

In order to secure capacity required for dynamic growth, we have been able 
to acquire two other companies in addition to Intech. We were able to ac-
quire 80 additional employees and around 5,000 m² of production space with 
the acquisition of Christian Majer GmbH & Co. KG. Our systems.aico division 
is to be bundled at this location in future. The acquisition of a 90 % interest 
in Böhm Electronic Systems Slowakei s.r.o. has secured additional capacity 
for us, with the result that we can set up the production of components and 
assemblies for the systems.solar division at this location, with more than 
270 additional employees. In addition, we will further expand the Reutlingen 
facility this year, hire new employees and create additional space. In 2008 
we are forecasting almost 1,600 employees worldwide, with production and 
ad ministrative space totaling approx. 74,700 m². This means that we have 
increased our number of employees and space more than ten fold in less than 
three years!

to our shareholders /… 
¬ …*/ letter to shareholders …
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The newly created capacity and the highly dynamic market growth, in particu-
lar in the photovoltaic segment, mean that we are looking to the future with 
optimism. We are forecasting organic growth to almost double in the current 
fiscal year as a result of extensive follow-on orders from existing master 
agreements and new orders to EUR 135 – 140 million. This underscores the 
order book of around EUR 116 million [ April 2008 ]. Taking the recently ac-
quired companies in Tübingen and Slovakia into account and also Intech in 
Taiwan, we are forecasting revenues for 2008 of EUR 210 – 215 million. We 
believe that the successful acquisitions will also lead to a sustained increase 
in EBIT.

We believe that our position offers an excellent starting point to be able to 
be a leading provider of system solutions for automation, quality assurance, 
laser process technology and wet chemicals in future. We would like to 
thank our shareholders, customers and employees for placing their trust in 
Manz Automation AG and thus contributing to the success of our company.

The Managing Board

to our shareholders /… 
¬ …*/ letter to shareholders …
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… / * Martin Hipp, volker Renz, Dieter Manz, Otto Angerhofer 

to our shareholders /… 
¬ …*/ letter to shareholders …
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Our shares
Manz Automation AG’s shares were able to combat the global trend on the capital markets during the 
past fiscal year. The shares enjoyed some of the most successful performance on the German  capital 
market, up more than 580 %. In addition, the company’s dynamic growth was further boosted by 
the capital increase implemented in mid-2007. In particular the stable shareholder base will allow the 
company’s long-term, sustained growth. P 0020  By participating in numerous capital markets confe-
rences and roadshows, Manz Automation AG has substantially expanded its investor relations activities. 
To date, the company has more than fulfilled the publicity requirements for Entry Standard companies, 
and it is currently reviewing a change to the Prime Standard as a next step to increase transparency.

SUMMARy

to our shareholders /… 
¬ …*/ our shares …
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OvERvIEW

Last fiscal year, Manz Automation AG shares were able to significantly outperform the 
general trend, despite the turbulence on the international capital markets. bolstered by a 
rapidly expanding market and reinforced by the highly successful operating business, our 
share price was characterized by an almost constant upwards movement in 2007. Since 
initial listing on September 22, 2006, Manz Automation AG’s shares have enjoyed dynamic 
growth – and the price again increased significantly in 2007. Our shares reached a high 
of EUR 164.99 on December 28, 2007, up a convincing 580 % year-on-year. This means that 
Manz Automation AG’s shares are among the most successful on the German capital mar-
ket. graph: 1.1  graph: 1.2

CORPORATE ACTIOnS

During fiscal year 2007, the share capital increased from EUR 3,257,250 to EUR 3,582,900. 
The capital increase from authorized capital was performed in line with the resolution by 
the General Meeting on July 6, 2006 as part of a private placement. A total of 325,650 
new no-par value bearer shares were issued at a price of EUR 70.00 per share. As a result, 
gross proceeds from the issue totaling EUR 22.8 million accrued to Manz Automation AG. 

ShAREhOLDER STRuCTuRE

At the end of 2007, Manz Automation AG had a stable shareholder base, which allows long- 
term, sustainable growth for the company. The company’s founder and cEO Dieter Manz 
currently holds a 53.64 % interest. Otto Angerhofer, member of the Managing board, holds 
a 4.19 % interest, Ulrike Manz holds a 5.45 % interest in the company. The company’s free 
float totaled 36.72 % at the end of fiscal year 2007. graph: 1.3
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InvESTOR RELATIOnS

The Managing board has engaged in regular dialog with investors and financial journal-
ists since going public. The up-to-the-minute, transparent, end-to-end communication, 
participation in four capital market conferences and numerous roadshows in Germany 
and abroad allowed the company to further strengthen its contacts with investors. Manz 
Automation AG also plans to report in detail on its business growth in fiscal year 2008. 
The company aims to further increase transparency, and in this regard it is reviewing a 
possible transition to the prime Standard. 

FInAnCIAL CALEnDAR

… / 4 

… / 5

to our shareholders /… 
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kEy DATA

German Securities Code number

ISIn/symbol

Stock market segment /
Stock exchange

Stock category

Share capital

number of shares in circulation

A0JQ5u

DE000A0JQ5u3/M5Z

OTC [ Entry Standard ]/Frankfurt

no-par value bearer shares
each with a proportionate interest of 
EuR 1.00 in the share capital

EuR 3,582,900

3,582,900

Date

May 2008 Publication of Q1 2008 figures

June 10, 2008 Annual General Meeting

August 2008 Publication of Half-Year Report 2008

November 2008 Publication of Q3 2008 figures

SHAREHOLDER STRUcTURE 

1 53.64 % Dieter Manz

2 5.45 % Ulrike Manz

3 4.19 % Otto Angerhofer

4 36.72 % Free float

1

2
3

4
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A u / t o / m A / t i o n  s y s / t e m s  [ noun ]

[ Photovoltaics : thin-film solar modules ]
¬ Manz Automation AG can benefit from /… its great and long-standing experience in the LCD sector 
for thin-film modules. This experience allows the company to perfectly master the handling of even 
very large glass substrates. ¬ 6-axis robots  /… with an arm length of 3,100 mm, cleanroom category 
100. ¬ The robot grippers /… made of carbon fiber hold the glass substrates using their flexible vacuum 
suction with high stability and low vibration. … /1  /*… 

A / v A i L / A / B i L / i / t y  [ noun ]

[ Knowledge : Technology ]
¬ A decisive criterion /… for the economic efficiency of a production line. Availability shows the 
percentage of a line available for production. It is mostly impacted by the quality and reliability of the 
machines, but also the maintenance of the machines. /*… 

LExicOn bE – cR

LExicOn AL – AU

Figure: Robot for handling large glass substrates

… /1
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Business model 
and course of business

Business activities focus on the development and production of end-to-end systems for both the photo-
voltaic and LCD industries as well as for the hard metal production and laboratory automation sectors. 
Many of Manz Automation AG’s developments now rank among the world’s leading system solutions 
with regard to performance and quality.

In particular, Manz Automation AG believes that the photovoltaic sector will undergo a real boom in 
future, as this is a key technology to secure the global energy supply. Manz Automation AG enjoys an 
excellent position on this market for crystalline solar cells and thin-film solar modules as the technology 
market leader. In addition, the company benefits from synergies between the thin-film and LCD sectors 
as well as from its many years’ experience. P 0024  

2007 was the most successful fiscal year to date in Manz Automation AG’s history. In addition to the 
strong organic growth, the company also made acquisitions, organizational changes including adding 
members to the Managing Board, and an extensive expansion of its Reutlingen facility. The capital in-
crease in mid-2007 provided Manz with the foundations required for the acquisitions and the access to 
complementary technology, which again accelerated the company’s dynamic growth. 

SUMMARy

to our shareholders /… 
¬ …*/ business model and course of business …
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GROuP GROWTh

2007 was characterized by growth for Manz Automation AG – both organic growth and 
from acquisitions. For example, in order to meet the increased requirements for additional 
capacity, the expansion of the facility in Reutlingen by adding an new production hall with 
offices was completed two years earlier than planned. The company also bore witness to 
its rapid growth by increasing its Managing board, and appointed Martin Hipp as cFO. He 
is responsible for finance, HR and organization. volker Renz was the fourth member to 
join the Managing board. As cOO he is responsible for procurement, logistics, production 
and assembly. in addition, a second management tier was put in place at Manz Automation. 
This second tier has far-reaching competences.

The two major orders for laser scribing equipment from Applied Materials played a major 
part in the company’s success. The cooperation with this strategic alliance partner, which 
was already close, has become even more intense: in addition to automating vacuum 
 coating equipment for the LcD industry, the cooperation now also spans the photovoltaic 
industry – an advantageous alliance which shows the technology synergies between the 
LcD and photovoltaic divisions.

After a successful start to the year, it was possible to substantially increase the revenue 
and earnings forecast in June 2007. Financing for the continued, strong growth was secured 
by a capital increase in the middle of the year, with gross proceeds of around EUR 22.8 mil-
lion accruing to the company. This created the foundations for future acquisitions, which 
give Manz Automation access to complementary technologies and additional resources in 
Germany and in other countries.

After the acquisition of the engineering company christian Majer GmbH & co. kG in Tübingen 
at the end of 2007 [ with effect from January 1, 2008 ], Manz went on to acquire a com-
pany in Slovakia at the start of 2008. Finally, the acquisition of a 70 % interest in intech 
Machines co., Ltd. in Taiwan meant that the third successful acquisition in the space of 
just a few months was successfully concluded. This has created the foundations for Manz 
Automation AG’s continued dynamic growth with new capacities and further technologies.

to our shareholders /… 
¬ …*/ business model and course of business …
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PRODuCTS AnD AREAS OF APPLICATIOn

Manz Automation AG is one of the world’s leading providers of system solutions for 
 automation, quality assurance and laser process technology. it focuses in particular on 
developing and producing end-to-end systems for the photovoltaic, LcD, hard metal 
 production and laboratory automation segments. Many of the systems are already global 
market leaders – both with regard to their standard of technology as well as their per-
formance and quality. All of Manz Automation AG’s system solutions are based on the 
 underlying technologies of robot technology, image processing, laser technology and con-
trol technology. The company has built up far-reaching competence in these areas during 
the past 20 years.

PRODuCTS In ThE SYSTEMS.SOLAR DIvISIOn

CRYSTALLInE SOLAR CELLS SEGMEnT [ C-SI ] 

The photovoltaic is one of the key technologies that will play a major role in the future 
supply of energy and reducing pollution. Electrical energy from sunlight will allow renew-
able sources to increasingly cover energy requirements in future.

Sunlight is transformed to electrical energy in solar cells, the core element of photovoltaic 
systems. Two factors in particular are responsible for the economic efficiency of solar 
cells compared to traditional energy sources: low production costs with the simultaneous 
high performance. Manz Automation AG’s system development activities focus on fulfilling 
precisely these requirements.

crystalline solar modules [ c-Si ] are produced in a multi-stage process. As a rule, there is a 
five-stage value chain. graph: 2.1  

in this value chain, Manz Automation has focused its system solutions on the key third 
stage in particular – manufacturing crystalline solar cells. in turn, this production process 
is broken down into ten central production stages, from the receipt of silicon wafers [ the 
raw material for solar cells ] through to checking the finished solar cells and packaging. 
Manz Automation AG’s system solutions are used, in particular, to efficiently link the 

to our shareholders /… 
¬ …*/ business model and course of business …

… / [ graph ]

graph: 2.1
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Source: Ernst & Young, “Photovoltaic in Germany – market study 2005”, January 2006
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individual production stages, for example, loading and unloading the various machines 
in the pro duction process. The company’s portfolio also includes solutions for individual 
production stages, such as quality assessments and the necessary laser edge isolation. 
graph: 2.2

The investment costs for a fully-automated and thus cost-efficient production line with an 
annual production output of 50 Mw are between EUR 12 and 18 million. Manz Automation 
can currently cover a share of around 60 % of this order volume. This shows the breadth 
of Manz Automation’s services – and this offers promising potential for further expansion. 
Over the medium term, Manz Automation will further increase its coverage of the value 
chain, thus making it a vital partner for providers of turnkey equipment, such as its strate-
gic alliance partner Roth & Rau.

ThIn-FILM SOLAR MODuLE SEGMEnT 

A technology breakthrough has recently been made in finding an alternative to silicone, 
the valuable and scarce material needed to make crystalline solar cells – thin-film solar 
modules. in this technology, solar cells are manufactured by vapor depositing ultra-thin 
 layers of conductive and semi-conductive materials on glass substrates, thus replacing 
high-cost crystalline silicon wafers. After they have been coated in a multi-layer process, 
the glass substrates are laser or mechanically scribed, which creates the required elec- 
trical voltage in the module. in addition to linking the production stages, Manz Automation 
focuses on developing and producing laser scribing systems. graph: 2.3

At present, Manz Automation AG can currently provide approx. 15 % of the total volume 
of a fully automated production line for thin-film solar modules. in future it aims to cover 
approx. 20 % – Manz Automation’s percentage is lower than in the production process for 
crystalline solar cells, however installing these production lines is linked to a much higher 
volume of investment for the manufacturers: At present, an end-to-end production line 
for thin-film solar modules with an annual production capacity of 50 Mw costs around 
EUR 50 – 80 million.

to our shareholders /… 
¬ …*/ business model and course of business …
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PRODuCTS In ThE SYSTEMS.LCD DIvISIOn

Manz Automation has been supplying innovative automation systems for handling glass 
substrates – the material used to produce LcD flatscreens – for more than 15 years. The 
majority of the Manz systems installed are used to load and unload the in-line sputter 
 systems [ vacuum coating systems for glass substrates ] delivered by Applied Materials. 
Automated handling is now a must-have: glass substrates now reach sizes of almost 6 m² 
[ 2,200 mm × 2,600 mm ] with a thickness of just 0.7 mm – making manual handling im-
possible. in addition to low breakage rates, the throughput speed is also a key factor for 
LcD manufacturers. 

LcD flatscreens have to be produced under extreme cleanroom conditions, and the auto-
mation systems also have to fulfill these requirements. Manz Automation’s robot systems 
have been certified for handling glass substrates in cleanroom conditions by the Fraunhofer 
ipA institute. The innovative “air cushion” technology is an additional key factor for careful 
and secure handling. As a result, it is possible to transport the substrates with practically 
no contact, thus avoiding contamination and damage.

in addition to these automation systems for substrate handling, Manz Automation AG also 
develops and sells automation systems for laser cutting equipment.

PRODuCTS In ThE SYSTEMS.AICO DIvISIOn

in its systems.aico [ automation intelligence components ] division, the company sells 
 systems and components that are based on the basic technology for a broad market. The 
sale of OEM systems and components allows a significant increase in quantities for basic 
components, such as robots. This allows Manz Automation AG to realize economies of 
scale and enjoy cost advantages.

The OEM systems include an end-to-end range of robotic equipment that is used in 
 producing hard metal tools, sintering materials and electronic products. The focus is on 
 handling hard metal indexable inserts for metal, stone and woodworking. 

to our shareholders /… 
¬ …*/ business model and course of business …
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in terms of components, Manz Automation offers a product range that allows users to work 
with a wide range of automation solutions, such as industrial robots, grippers, industrial 
computers, control software and image processing systems. For example, the use of optical 
positioning instead of mechanical centering and orientation units allows even the smallest 
lot sizes to be produced economically.

Automation systems for the life science sector comprise a further field of activities in the 
systems.aico division. This includes products for laboratory automation such as the 
 handling of ultra-small items [ sampling bottles and plate systems ] as well as customer-
specific solutions. Thanks to its industrial experience and background, Manz Automation AG 
is  setting new standards in process security and the reliability of the developed  systems.

to our shareholders /… 
¬ …*/ business model and course of business …
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B e r / n o u L / L i  g r i P / P e r  [ noun ]

[ Photovoltaics : crystalline silicon solar cells ]
¬ This gripper system, /… launched by Manz many years ago for the first time in the solar industry 
for solar cells has now become the standard, as our competitors have also recognized the advan-
tages offered by this ultra-gentle gripper method. /*… 

B r e A k / A g e  r A t e  [ noun ]

[ Photovoltaics : crystalline silicon  solar cells ]
¬ Wafers and solar cells /… are particularly high-quality high-tech products. As a result, the breakage  
rate during handling should be as low as possible, for exampe during wafer testing … / see wafer  or 
when processing solar cells … / see solar cells  . The minimal breakage rates using Manz equipment cut 
production costs, and thus help to ensure that the lines are amortized faster. /*…

c e L L  t e s t / i n g  A n d  s o r t / i n g  s y s / t e m  [ noun ]

[ Photovoltaics : crystalline silicon solar cells ]
¬ This refers to testing systems /… that automatically test and sort the cells for  example for edge 
breakout, screen printing quality, electrical output. ¬ Only perfect cells give perfect results. Manz 
Automation’s cell testers work in a correspondingly reliable, precise and efficient manner, testing 
all of the relevant points electrically and optically with a throughput of 2,400 cells per hour. From 
the printed image, contour and color through to electrical voltage and 3D inspections for impurities 
and bowing. /*… 

c r y s / t A L / L i n e  s i L / i / c o n  s o / L A r  c e L L  [ noun ]

[ Photovoltaics : crystalline silicon solar cells ]
¬ Solar cells of monocrystalline silicon /… enjoy a large-scale high efficiency of more than 20 %. 
however, producing this aligned crystalline structure consumes a lot of energy. That means that 
these systems have a correspondingly long amortization period. ¬ Solar cells made of polycrystal-
line silicon /… have an efficiency of more than 16 %. Lower-cost production of this non-aligned 
crystalline structure would make the energy return period or the amortization period shorter. That is 
why these solar cells have the best price/benefits ratio for the foreseeable future. These solar cells 
are based on so-called wafers … / see wafer  . /*… 

LExicOn DE – Di

LExicOn AU – Av

Figure: Manz Automation AG cell tester and sorter
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Report of the
Supervisory Board

The Supervisory Board provides the management with constant advice and supports the continued, 
strong growth by augmenting the Managing Board. This thus created the foundations at an operating 
level for the company’s sustained and dynamic growth. As a result, the international expansion and 
the increase in strategic alliances have a broad base to stand on in pursuit of the company’s on-track 
growth. A total of five meetings of the Supervisory Board enabled the ongoing exchange between the 
Managing Board and the Supervisory Board on current developments. 

SUMMARy
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¬ …*/ report of the supervisory board …
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Dear shareholders,

Last fiscal year, Manz Automation AG’s Supervisory board constantly monitored the 
 Managing board’s work in line with the law and the articles of incorporation, and provided 
advice and support.

Regular, up-to-the-minute reporting by the Managing board have allowed us to deal in 
detail with the company’s position and growth – as was the case in previous years. when 
reporting on the course of business and company policy, the Managing board dealt with 
all relevant issues concerning forecasting, business growth, risks and risk management. 
The Supervisory board was included directly in decisions of fundamental importance for 
the company.

in a total of five meetings [ of which one was an extraordinary meeting ] of the Supervisory 
board last fiscal year, we were informed in detail of the economic and financial growth of 
the company and its environment.

The Managing board reported on key business events between the meetings. The Super-
visory board thus received regular reports on the growth of the entire company as well as 
on developments in the individual divisions. in addition, information was also exchanged 
between the Managing and Supervisory boards outside the meetings.

All of the transactions and activities that require the Supervisory board’s approval by law 
or according to the articles of incorporation, were discussed in detail with the Managing 
board and the necessary resolutions were passed by the Supervisory board.

The focus of our discussions resulted from the company’s dynamic growth. Fiscal year 
2007 was again characterized by a substantial expansion in operating business. Manz 
 Automation AG was able to record dynamic growth as a result of the increasing inter-
national expansion, new technology developments and the strengthening of existing 
 strategic alliances. in addition, there was an increased focus on acquisitions at the end 
of 2007. The progress in the operating business and the planned acquisitions were thus 
 integral components of the ongoing exchange between the Managing and Supervisory 
boards.
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Manz Automation AG’s Managing board grew in size last fiscal year. The long-standing 
commercial manager Martin Hipp was appointed as cFO with effect from February 16, 
2007. volker Renz then also joined the Managing board as cOO on May 1, 2007. by making 
these appointments, in view of the constant increase in the company’s business, the 
Super visory board has put the necessary staff in place and created the conditions required 
for the company to further expand its revenues and earnings in the coming years.

The annual financial statements and consolidated financial statements prepared by the 
Managing board as of December 31, 2007 were audited by alltax wirtschaftsprüfungs-
gesellschaft Steuerberatungsgesellschaft Reutlingen, and were both issued with an un-
qualified auditor’s opinion. The Supervisory board discussed the annual financial state-
ments and consolidated financial statements with the auditor to the extent required and 
was informed of the audit reports. After an in-depth review by the Supervisory board, 
there were no objections raised to the annual financial statements and the consolidated 
 financial statements for fiscal year 2007. The Supervisory board thus approved the manage-
ment report and the group management and the annual financial statements and consoli-
dated financial statements as of December 31, 2007 in a resolution dated April 22, 2008. 
The annual financial statements and the consolidated financial statements have thus been 
adopted.

we would like to thank the Managing board and all of Manz Automation’s employees for 
their excellent work and dedication to our customers, the company and our shareholders.

Reutlingen, April 22, 2008 

Dr. Jan wittig
chairman of the Supervisory board

… / [ graph ]
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page 0041 /…

11:06 am / Really giving our customers what they want. That’s one of Manz 
Automation’s strengths.

page 0047 /…

12:20 pm / System production is in full swing.

page 0057 /…

12:34 pm / Internal training is standard at Manz.

page 0067 /…

1:09 pm / A bird soaring on thermals. Also a result of the sun.

page 0077 /…

2:17 pm / An employee checks the systems again.
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Business report
Manz Automation AG is pursuing ambitious growth as a global company. In just its second year after 
going public – a year characterized by expansion – we already recorded highly succesful growth. Staff 
levels and production capacities were increased time and time over. This upswing was supported by 
the technology breakthrough, in particular for laser scribing equipment for thin-film solar modules. Based 
on the company’s own estimates, Manz Automation AG’s market share in this subsection is around 
60 %. In addition, metallization lines for crystalline solar cells are now market ready.

A large number of follow-on orders confirm that the quality of Manz’ products is a success. The high level 
of technology and the equipment’s extraordinary performance play a key role. Manz Automation AG 
has already become established as a “preferred supplier” and “global automation partner” for one of the 
world’s leading manufacturers of solar cells. 

During fiscal year 2007, Manz Automation AG recorded revenues of more than EuR 71 million, up 
around 63 % year-on-year. This allowed EBIT more than double to around EuR 10 million. Compared to 
sales, the EBIT margin of 14.1 % is thus a significant year-on-year improvement.

The focus in future will be on key accounts in particular that require fully automated factories to pro-
duce solar cells. Thanks to the acquisitions it has made to date, Manz Automation AG will be able to 
substantially increase its value added in production lines to produce solar cells in future, thus creating 
the foundations for future growth.

SUMMARy
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cOMpAny STRUcTURE AnD UnDERLyinG cOnDiTiOnS

GROuP STRuCTuRE AnD PARTICIPATIOnS

Reutlingen-based Manz Automation is one of the world’s leading providers of automation, 
quality assurance and laser process technology for the photovoltaic and LcD industry. The 
group’s core competences are robotics, image processing, laser and control technology. 
The group’s technology leadership is secured and expanded thanks to ongoing research 
and development work as well as by bundling its expertise.

The company has three divisions: photovoltaic [ systems.solar ], LcD [ systems.lcd ] and 
components and OEM systems [ systems.aico ] for automation in various branches of in-
dustry and the life sciences sector. graph: 3.1

Manz Automation AG focuses on the final assembly of systems and their technological fur-
ther development as well as the administrative management of the entire group. As the 
group’s parent company, at the end of the year it held 100 % interests in each of the four 
foreign subsidiaries. Two of these companies are based in Hungary, with one subsidiary 
in the US and one in Hong kong. All of the subsidiaries are included in Manz Automation’s 
consolidated financial statements and are fully consolidated accordingly. 

The Hungarian subsidiary, Manz Automation Hungary kft. is based in Debrecen. com-
ponents, assemblies and certain standard machines are also fully manufactured at the 
 Hungarian facility. MvG Hungary kft. focuses exclusively on renting and managing the 
property used by Manz Automation Hungary kft., and was primarily founded for liability 
reasons. Manz iMMO Hungary kft. holds and manages the plot of land adjacent to Manz 
Automation Hungary kft’s production facility. Manz is currently preparing to merge the 
Hungarian companies. 

… / [ graph ]
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The US subsidiary Manz Automation, inc. is based in north kingstown [ Rhode island, 
USA ]. in addition to sales, this company is responsible for installation and the subsequent 
provision of services such as repair and maintenance on the US market. its proximity to 
customers means that this subsidiary ensures the fastest possible reaction times, which 
gives the Manz group a key competitive advantage. 

The fourth subsidiary, Manz Automation Asia Ltd., Hongkong, has similar tasks. in addition 
to selling original products in the East Asian region [ in particular Taiwan, South korea and 
china ], it also provides installation and services and ensures the supply of replacement 
parts. in addition, it coordinates the sales and service offices in Hsinchu and Tainan [ both 
Taiwan ] and Seoul in South korea. what is more, since 2007 this subsidiary has held a 
100 % interest in each case in Manz Automation Taiwan Ltd., based in Hsinchu [ Taiwan ] 
as well as Manz Automation [ Shanghai ] co., Ltd., based in Shanghai [ china ]. These two 
companies also serve to improve penetration of the Asian market and ensure ongoing 
high-quality services for Asian customers. in addition, Manz Automation AG has acquired 
a 24.0 % interest in Axystems Ltd., which develops and produces control systems. graph: 3.2  
This participating interest also secures key control systems for Manz in the event of a 
 crisis.

After the balance sheet date, December 31, 2007, there were key changes in the company’s 
structure as a result of the acquisition of other companies. 
see report on events after the balance sheet date  

… / [ graph ]
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EMPLOYEES AnD ORGAnIZATIOnAL STRuCTuRE 

in order to meet the strong increase in orders and the positive growth, a large number of 
new employees were hired in fiscal year 2007. During the course of the year, the average 
number of employees increased from 182 to 260. As of December 31, 2007, a total of 322 
employees worked for the company in Germany and abroad, with the majority being 
 employed at the Reutlingen headquarters. At the same time, Manz Automation AG is also 
dedicated to training new employees and had four apprentices and twenty interns and 
students writing their theses as of December 31, 2007. in total, the company’s access 
to well qualified staff has improved substantially. Manz Automation AG’s ipO increased 
awareness of the company, and its close links to the photovoltaic industry offer a wide 
range of opportunities for employee development. The number of employees grew again 
significantly after December 31 as a result of the company’s acquisitions. 
see report on events after the balance sheet date/outlook

Extensive changes were made to adapt the company’s organizational structure to its 
 dynamic growth in fiscal year 2007. The aim is to achieve the intended growth with the 
greatest possible degree of efficiency. As a result, the experienced consulting firm Manage-
ment Engineers GmbH & co. kG was engaged to support Manz Automation AG in its re-
structuring. The result was a shift away from the traditional matrix-based organization 
and the introduction of new positions and areas of responsibility. Some of the Managing 
board members’ tasks were also redefined. cEO Dieter Manz is responsible for technology, 
sales of systems in the systems.solar and systems.lcd divisions as well as research and 
development. Martin Hipp, cFO, is responsible for finance as well as HR, organization and 
iT. volker Renz, cOO, is responsible for procurement, logistics, production and assembly. 
 Otto Angerhofer is responsible for the systems.aico division. A second-tier management 
level of divisional managers has been established, reporting to the Managing board. 
 Department and group managers will provide Managing board members with effective, 
 direct support in future. The administrative structure has thus been adapted to meet the 
new requirements and workflows have been tightened by adding process owners to allow 
efficient control of the company.

… / [ graph ]
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d e L / t A  r o / B o t [ noun ]

[ Photovoltaics : crystalline silicon solar cells ]
¬ Innovative robot kinematics /... characterized by their very low amount of mass moved. As a result, 
very rapid movements and thus high throughput figures can be realized. /*...
¬ Delta robot /… Flexible robot kinematics … /1  with Bernoulli gripper … /2  for rapid and careful 
handling of solar cells. /*… 

d i f / f u / s i o n  f u r / n A c e  [ noun ]

[ Photovoltaics : crystalline silicon solar cells ]
¬ Phosphorus atoms are added to the surface /… of the silicon wafer in a high temperature process, 
the silicon is doped … / see doping  . This results in the P/N junction … / see P/n junction  in the solar cell. 
This process, which is called diffusion, is performed in the diffusion oven. /*...

… /1

… /2

Figure: Delta robot
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RESEARCh AnD DEvELOPMEnT

Manz Automation AG again enjoyed substantial progress in its research and development 
activities. A metallization line was brought to the market in the systems.solar division for 
production lines for crystalline silicon solar cells after spending around 1.5 years in develop-
ment. These are screen printing machines used to create the electrical contacts on the 
front and rear sides of the solar cells. The newly developed systems are by far the fastest 
on the market with a gross throughput speed of 2,400 cells/hour. This development means 
that Manz Automation AG can supply the entire back end for the production of crystalline 
solar cells. As a result, it has further underscored its technology leadership and its USp in 
developing high speed equipment with continuous performance of 50 Mw/year and more. 
The metallization lines are scheduled to be launched on the market in fiscal year 2008. in 
addition to this new, patented in-house development, existing systems were further devel-
oped and the foundations for solar cell production lines of up to 80 Mw has been created.

The company succeeded in making a further technological breakthrough by developing 
a laser scribing line. This scribes the thin-film substrate into individual solar cells with 
 integrated series circuits. The high precision of 20 µm for substrate sizes of up to 
2,200 mm × 2,600 mm allows a substantial increase in the effectiveness of the thin-film 
 solar modules. This development is a technology USp on the global market. As a result, the 
company was able to gain a global market share of an estimated 60 % in just a brief period.

producing solar modules demands a large number of process stages. At present, in terms 
of the total investment volume, Manz produces approx. 60 % of the machines required 
to produce a production line for crystalline solar cells. it currently covers approx. 15 % of 
production lines used for thin-film modules, covered by automation and the newly devel-
oped laser scribing machines. The R & D strategy aims to further increase the value added 
in the individual production lines. At the same time, the company aims to further increase 
the market-leading speed of its systems and to offer production capacities of 100 Mw per 
line over the medium term. To this end, Manz is driving the further development of con-
trol and applications [ speed, precision and image recognition ]. This is why the company 
is specifically investing in cooperations with universities and research institutes in order 
to further expand its market lead in the coming years. 

… / [ graph ]
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in total, Manz Automation had a ratio of research costs to sales of 5.1 % in fiscal year 2007 
[ previous year: 5.2 % ]. if we only consider capitalized development costs, the research 
cost ratio totals 3.4 %. 
 
CuSTOMERS, SALES AnD MARkETInG

CuSTOMERS In ThE SYSTEMS.SOLAR DIvISIOn

products in the systems.solar division are supplied to the producers of solar cells made of 
crystalline silicon and thin-film solar modules. Outside Japan, Manz Automation’s cus-
tomers include almost all of the key manufacturers of silicon solar cells world wide. These 
include the strategic alliance partners Applied Materials and Roth & Rau as well as key ac-
counts such as Q-cells, yingli and würth Solar. The company acquired key strategic orders 
last fiscal year from customers including Applied Materials and from a leading global manu-
facturer of solar cells, which selected the company as its “preferred supplier” and “global 
automation partner”. The first order from Applied Materials in the spring of 2007 was for 
the delivery of the newly developed laser scribing equipment for the production of thin-
film solar modules with an order volume of around EUR 17 million. in August, Applied 
 Materials underscored its trust in Manz Automation’s machines’ technology, performance 
and quality with a follow-on order for EUR 45 million. in addition, the 22nd European photo-
voltaic Solar Energy conference and Exhibition in Milan was also a great success. Manz 
 acquired a large number of new orders with a total volume of EUR 17 million at this trade 
fair. This order intake from new and existing customers has allowed to the company to 
further diversify its customer base and develop additional opportunities for growth. new 
customer acquisitions focus in particular on key accounts that are setting up fully auto-
mated factories for solar module production.

… / [ graph ]
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CuSTOMERS In ThE SYSTEMS.LCD DIvISIOn

As a result of the excellent position of Far-Eastern manufacturers on the global market, 
Manz Automation AG supplies all of its systems.lcd products to countries in Eastern Asia. 
The primary East Asian markets are, in particular, Taiwan and South korea. At present, 
Manz Automation’s customers include the world’s five largest manufacturers of LcD flat-
screen displays, including chi Mei Optoelectronics and AU Optronics. Some orders are 
 acquired together with the strategic alliance partner Applied Materials. However, the com-
pany is always in direct contact with the customer to provide services and to be able to 
market new products. 

CuSTOMERS In ThE SYSTEMS.AICO DIvISIOn

in fiscal year 2007 the company also enjoyed successful business in its systems.aico division, 
with the result that this division recorded new record-breaking results. Existing customers 
include, in particular, manufacturers of powder presses and grinding machines for the 
production of hard metal tools and sintering materials. Almost all of the leading providers 
of hard metal tools rank among the company’s customers. A major order for 48 machines 
was realized for Agathon, a Switzerland-based manufacturer which is a long-standing 
customer of Manz. in total, the company produced and delivered more than 142 machines 
for customers in 2007. The systems.lab division which had been planned last year initially 
grew out of the systems.aico division as a result of the photovoltaic boom as part of the 
systems.aico division, and was initially not established as an independent division. its po-
tential customers include companies in the pharmaceuticals and life science sectors that 
require, in particular, products for laboratory automation. 

… / [ graph ]
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SALES AnD MARkETInG 

A balanced marketing mix with an extensive package of activities also ensured successful 
sales of Manz Automation AG’s products last fiscal year. in addition to online and print ad-
vertising and a regular customer newsletter, the company’s sales and marketing activities 
included, in particular, participating in specialist trade fairs. participating at trade fairs in 
Germany and abroad, such as Semicon in Stuttgart, the 22nd European photovoltaic Solar 
Energy conference and Exhibition in Milan and Solar power Expo in Long beach gave 
Manz direct contact to its customers and allowed it to acquire new orders totaling double-
digit millions. 

As part of its 20-year company anniversary, the company held an open day for customers, 
suppliers and stake holders as well as the 5th Manz Robot Symposion for the company’s 
customers. 

The sales department was further reinforced by the addition of several experienced em-
ployees. The new employees focus on the sale of production lines for crystalline solar cells 
in the systems.solar division. key accounts and thin-film modules are given active support 
directly from the Managing board. customer proximity, the extensive services and fast re-
action times are of particular importance for sales. As a result, equipment is only delivered 
to markets where there are also service points. On-location services include machine main-
tenance, the supply of replacement parts and, in particular fast reaction times of at most 
two hours in the event of a defect. Services are one of the basic elements of sales – they 
make sure that there is ongoing contact with customers and thus also offer the company 
competitive advantages. in addition, Manz also has indirect sales via its long-standing 
strategic alliances with Applied Materials and Roth & Rau. These again made a substantial 
contribution to growth last year and are to be further maintained and intensified in future.
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d o P i n g  [ noun ]

[ Photovoltaics : crystalline silicon solar cells ]
¬ This refers to /… the addition of a few different atoms, such as boron or phosphorus, to the silicon to create a 
boundary layer with a different electrical charge … / see P/n junction  . /*… 

d r y / i n g  f u r / n A c e  [ noun ]

[ Photovoltaics : crystalline silicon solar cells ]
¬ The metal paste added using screen printing /… has to be dried before being further processed. The solvent 
in the paste is evaporated in a continuous furnace. The metal is left behind, which is later burned into the 
cell. /*… 

e f / f i / c i e n / c y  [ noun ]

[ Knowledge : Photovoltaics ]
¬ The amount of output produced /… compared to input. A photovoltaics module with 20 % efficiency can thus 
convert one fifth of the sunshine hitting the module into electricity. /*… 

e L / e c / t r i c / i t y  c o n / s u m P / t i o n  [ noun ]

[ Knowledge : Energy ]
¬ A typical German 4-person household /… has an annual consumption of approx. 5,000 kWh of electricity. 
This output can be produced with 40 m² of solar modules. This size of system would fit on a medium-sized 
house. /*...

e / m i t / t e r  [ noun ]

[ Photovoltaics : crystalline silicon solar cells ]
¬ Term used for the upper layer of the solar cell doped with phosphorus /… In contrast to the boron-doped, posi-
tive [ p ] conductive base of the solar cell, the emitter has a strong negative current [ n ]. The P/n junction is at 
the boundary between the base and the emitter … / see P/n junction  . /*… 

e n / e r / g y ,  A L / t e r / n A / t i v e  [ noun ]

[ Knowledge : Energy ]
¬ This term /… describes all of the energy sources that exist as alternatives to traditional energy sources such 
as oil, coal and gase, and mostly refers to energy from renewable sources such as wind power or hydroelectricity, 
or the sun’s rays. /*… 

e n / e r / g y  r e / q u i r e / m e n t s  i n  f u / t u r e  [ compound noun ]

[ Knowledge : Energy ]
¬ At present, the world’s energy consumption totals approx. 500 exajoules, /… or 500 times 34.12 million tons of 
hard coal units. Requirements through to 2050 are estimated to grow to 1,000 to 1,100 exajoules. however, this 
figure could still increase substantially if other emerging nations participate in the industrial boom in addition to 
China, India and Brazil. By 2075 solar electricity will account for roughly the same proportion as gas. /*… 

e n / e r / g y  m i x  [ noun ]

[ Knowledge : Energy ]
¬ This term refers to the mix of the various sources of energy /… used in the energy supply. At present, oil, coal 
and gas account for the lion’s share. however this will undergo radical change from 2040 to 2050. Then, elec-
tricity from photovoltaics and solar-thermal systems will be the world’s most important source of energy. /*… 

e x / P A n / s i o n  [ noun ]

[ Knowledge : Company ]
¬ If Manz wants to satisfy demand the company has to expand. /… The following steps are suitable in this 
regard, and the company plans to take them: ¬ Increasing production area, for example with a new building 
at the Reutlingen facility. Building up a qualified workforce. This purpose is also furthered by the acquisitions 
of Majer, Böhm and Intech. Expanding the global sales and service network, expanding the product range by 
acquiring new technologies [ e. g. for wet chemical processes for thin-film solar and silicon solar, developing 
new products in all divisions to increase the proportion of production lines supplied. Expanding the technology 
lead, in order to secure Manz Automation’s competitive advantages. Increasing the proportion of high-priced, 
technologically demanding systems supplied. /*… 
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MARkET AnD COMPETITIvE EnvIROnMEnT

COMPETITIvE EnvIROnMEnT 

The underlying general economic conditions in 2007 were characterized worldwide by 
high growth rates. The international Monetary Fund [ iMF ] stated growth in 2007 as being 
4.9 % and is forecasting growth of 4.1 % in 2008. This downturn is due to factors including 
the so-called sub-prime crisis, which was sparked off by lending at too high a risk in the 
US. in spite of this, however, the global economy is enjoying robust growth. in Germany, 
the positive economic climate was not dented by the vAT increase at the start of the year. 
According to figures from the German Federal Statistics Office [ Destatis ], the German 
economy grew by 2.5 % in 2007 after adjustment for prices [ previous year: 2.9 % ]. Growth 
is based on factors including the increase in price-adjusted exports, which were up 8.3 %, 
and the increase demand for investment goods, which was up 4.9 %. Experts are forecast-
ing the overall economy to cool slightly in 2008, the federal government is forecasting the 
economy to grow by around 1.7 %. On the whole, high-tech engineering companies such 
as Manz Automation AG benefited from the market’s positive growth and believe that this 
growth will also continue in 2008. 

According to figures from the vDMA association, the engineering sector grew by 8.3 % in 
real terms in 2007. Europe was a key growth driver at 14.8 %, followed by solid growth 
on Asian markets at approx. 7.5 % in china and 11.2 % in india. This makes Asia one of the 
key sales regions for the German engineering sector. Machine exports totaled EUR 135.8 
billion in 2007.

SYSTEMS.SOLAR DIvISIOn 

The market environment for the systems.solar division continues to be characterized by 
developments in energy prices, which are increasing around the world, and the underlying 
political conditions for renewable energy. price increases for crude oil in particular, which 
almost doubled in 2007 to around USD 100 per barrel, made renewable energies increas-
ingly attractive for end consumers. The date on which grid parity will be reached is coming 
even closer, in particular for thin-film solar modules. Grid parity means that it is possible 
to generate electricity from photovoltaic equipment at the same price as from conventional 
energy sources. provisional calculations for 2007 already show that renewable energies 
 account for more than 14 % of German gross electricity consumption, and this is set to in-
crease. in Germany, solar electricity is supported by the likes of the German Renewable 
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Energy Act [ EEG ], which ensures that end consumers receive a fixed price for a 20-year 
period for feeding electricity from renewable sources into the grid. However, this price 
paid for feeding electricity into the grid decreases each year the later the investment in re-
newable energies is made. if the current draft reform is implemented, this remuneration 
will fall between 5 % and 8 % each year, initially until 2011. in 2009 the feed-in tariffs will 
even fall by up to 20 % on one occasion only depending on the size of the system. As a re-
sult, market players are forecasting that the German photovoltaic market will lose some 
of its dynamism next year. The lower feed-in tariff will cut returns from these systems sig-
nificantly, and demand in 2008 will be boosted by orders being pulled forwards, which is 
expected to lead to lower demand in 2009. As Manz Automation AG’s sales regions are 
spread all over the world, it is not, however, dependent on the German market. it is much 
rather the case that Manz offers manufacturers exactly the solutions that are needed to 
cut production costs and reach the aim of grid parity.

60 % average growth is being forecast for the global production of solar cells in the coming 
years. According to analysts’ estimates, the production of crystalline solar cells will increase 
from approx. 2.4 Gw in 2007 to around 16 Gw in 2010 source: LBBW photovoltaic market model  . 
in order to meet this demand, experts believe that 200 to 250 new production lines [ of 
40 – 60 Mw/year ] will have to be set up for crystalline solar cells. Depending on these 
lines’ performance [ 40 – 60 Mw ], manufacturers will have to invest EUR 12 – 18 million 
per production line. This results in a market potential for new systems for crystalline pro-
duction alone of more than EUR 3 billion through to 2010. At present, Manz currently 
 covers approx. 60 % of the production lines. in addition, the growth of fully automated 
 factories and high-speed automation systems is being driven. This is the company’s core 
technology with a global market share of more than 50 % based on the company’s own 
estimates. On the whole, Manz Automation AG is excellently positioned in this segment 
in order to be able to use future opportunities for growth. graph: 3.3  
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As a result of the low costs of materials, thin-film solar modules are a true alternative for 
solar cell manufacturers. These modules currently account for around 16 % of the total 
market, with crystalline silicon solar modules accounting for the remaining 84 %. graph: 3.4  
source: LBBW photovoltaic market model  Thin-film solar technology allows significant reductions 
or even avoidance of silicon requirements and the modules’ low costs offer high returns 
for investors. As a result, experts are forecasting an increasing market share for thin-film 
modules. The company believes that the 20 % market share forecast by experts may even 
be exceeded in the coming three years. in this connection, an average global growth rate 
of 80 % p.a. is being forecast for the global production of thin-film solar modules, with 
the result that annual production could increase almost ten-fold from around 0.5 Gw in 
2007 to 4.9 Gw in 2010. graph: 3.5  source: LBBW photovoltaic market model  This increase in pro-
duction is also only possible given new investments by manufacturers. in order to realize 
this ramp-up, at least 100 new thin-film production lines with an investment volume of 
 between EUR 50 – 80 million per line are required world wide. This means a relevant 
 market volume of at least EUR 5 billion for Manz Automation AG. Manz currently covers 
around 15 % of this volume. This includes high-performance automation for production 
lines and the laser scribing of substrates. The acquisition of intech Machines co. Ltd. 
see report on events after the balance sheet date  and the technology thus acquired for the wet-chemi-
cal cleaning of glass substrates means that in future Manz will cover approx. 20 % of the 
thin-film value chain. The company is a global market leader for all of its technologies as 
a result of the substantial synergies from its existing LcD technology, with the result that 
it will be possible to generate significant growth in this segment in future. 

The photovoltaic market in Germany is the world’s largest single market accounting for 
a share of 50 %, and enjoyed dynamic growth last year. The new capacity installed globally 
was 2.3 Gwp in 2007 according to figures from the European photovoltaic industry Asso-
ciation [ EpiA ]. At present, according to EpiA, around 9.0 Gwp have been installed world-
wide, and in the coming three years a growth rate of up to 40 % given corresponding un-
derlying political conditions is expected. This means that solar cell manufacturers will have 
to install additional production lines to be able to meet the increasing demand. At the 
same time, the resulting forecast bottleneck for silicon, the raw material needed for crystal-
line solar cells, and the resulting higher module prices will force solar cell manufacturers 
to constantly increase production efficiency.
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Manufacturers also believe that Germany’s Renewable Energy Act – which is a global van-
guard and which has been introduced in a similar form in many other countries – will place 
them under increasing cost pressure. Developments in the USA are particularly interesting 
in this regard. if costs fall further for investors, above-average growth may result in the 
USA, thus resulting in a successful breakthrough for solar technology. Attractive returns 
are conceivable above all from thin-film solar modules. in addition, this development could 
be accelerated thanks to corresponding underlying political conditions that are currently 
being discussed.

in Asia, photovoltaics play a major role in china in particular. china passed a renewable 
energy act in 2006 with the aim of increasing the proportion of renewable energy to 16 % 
of primary energy generation by 2020, and to 30 % of electricity generation. photovoltaic 
capacity is to be increased from the current total of 70 Mw to 2 Gw in 2020. Solar power is 
to be used to provide remote villages, in particular in north-west china, with electricity to 
secure their basic supply. At present, approx. 30 million people in china do not have grid 
access. The so-called Township and village Electrification program aims to connect 23 mil-
lion chinese inhabitants to the electricity supply thanks to photovoltaics and micro hydro-
generators. see Bundesagentur für Außenwirtschaft  

High price levels means that demand for solar modules in india is low. A new act has created 
an incentive for manufacturers to choose india as a production location. Renewable energy 
in india is primarily being increased by subsidizing wind power, and india now ranks 
fourth in the world for this energy source. Similar positive growth could thus also be pos-
sible for photovoltaics – not just because of the fact that there is a wide range of opportu-
nities to use these systems in rural regions in particular. see Bundesagentur für Außenwirtschaft
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These factors mean that the constellation on the market is excellent for Manz Automation AG. 
its quality assurance and automation systems allow substantial increases in production 
quality and efficiency, allowing solar module manufacturers to counter the reduction in 
costs that is required. in addition, the company is benefiting from shifts in market share in 
favor of the regions in which Manz Automation AG already operates. High-growth mar-
kets include, above all, china, india, Spain, and over the medium term also the USA, the 
Middle East and other emerging nations. According to a forecast by the Federal Govern-
ment’s Scientific council on Global Environmental change [ wbGU ], over the long term 
 solar power will be the key primary energy source in the global energy mix. According to 
this forecast, solar electricity will already account for 24 % of the global energy supply in 
2050, and even 63 % in 2100.

SYSTEMS.LCD DIvISIOn

Growth on the LcD market is driven, in particular, by the increasing proportion of LcD TFT 
flat screen displays for Tvs and desktop and notebook displays. Reserved demand for 
LcD Tvs by end consumers means that the market’s expectations have not been fulfilled, 
resulting in lower investments by manufacturers. The excess capacity built up over the 
course of the past few years means that new and replacement investments for production 
equipment have, to some extent, been shifted to later dates, with stocks initially being 
 reduced. However, in future, demand for HDTv-ready, LcD Tvs is expected to drive the 
market. increasing investments in TFT LcD equipment is expected in the coming two 
years, after these bottomed out in 2007. in addition, substantial growth has been seen in 
the total area of all flatscreens produced. 17 inch laptops are now the market standard for 
laptops, and 42 inch Tv screens are now the strongest growing segment on the Tv market. 
As a result, manufacturers will then prefer to acquire latest-generation production systems 
in particular, that will allow them to produce larger glass substrates. Manz Automation AG 
will benefit from this investment behavior as one of the world’s leading providers of sys-
tems for handling glass substrates. The company’s long-standing strategic alliance with 
Applied Materials will secure its market lead for automating inline sputter equipment under 
cleanroom conditions.
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According to estimates by Display Search, in 2007 the total market for LcD flat screens 
 totaled USD 78 billion, thus down year-on-year [ USD 85 billion ]. Of this total, LcD Tvs ac-
counted for USD 33.5 billion, thus up 33 % year on year. Displaybank’s experts found that 
107 million large-size LcD panels were supplied. The trend is clearly moving towards larger 
equipment. A total of 85.6 million LcD Tvs were sold in 2007. in addition, in the fourth 
quarter of 2007 more flat screen Tvs than direct view sets were sold. Direct view sets fell 
to 46 %, and LcD Tvs now account for 47 % of all new Tvs. 

SYSTEMS.AICO DIvISIOn

systems.aico focuses on exploiting synergies and economies of scale. This division sells 
components and systems that were originally developed for the LcD and photovoltaic 
 divisions or which were bought in as components. The higher purchasing volumes allow 
the company to benefit from procurement advantages and, at the same time, it can in-
crease its returns from in-house developments. it serves various sub-markets such as the 
packaging industry or tool manufacture. Long-standing customer relationships, e. g., with 
Agathon [ Switzerland ] are characterized by stable, constant revenues. On the whole, 
growth in these sub-markets is impacted by economic developments and a wide range 
of investment cycles in the industries. As a result, systems.aico has a stabilizing effect, 
in contrast to systems.solar and systems.lcd, which are characterized by high levels of 
 dynamism. in future, slight sales and earnings growth is expected, thus rounding off the 
business model.
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COMPAnY TARGETS AnD STRATEGY

Manz Automation AG pursues the strategic objective of expanding its leading global posi-
tion for automation, quality assurance and laser process technology. Focusing on future-
proof industries means that Manz Automation AG can participate in the dynamic interna-
tional growth of both its customers and the market. This results in substantial revenue and 
earnings potential for the company. Manz Automation AG aims to constantly optimize its 
sales and services in all industries in order to secure or increase its market share. 

COMPAnY GROWTh: 

¬  Together with its existing and new customers, Manz Automation AG will consistently 
drive its organic growth in its core business. it will further expand capacity in terms 
of both regions and staff levels in line with the market’s requirements. in particular, ex-
pansion in countries that allow attractive margins and which secure customer proximity 
plays a key role. 

¬  companies already acquired are to be integrated see report on events after the balance sheet date  
into the Manz group quickly and with the least possible amount of frictional losses. 
This includes adjusting existing organizational structures as well as training and further 
educating the employees taken over.

¬  Manz Automation AG aims to offer the necessary services in the highest quality on all of 
the markets on which it is present, and to constantly expand its global sales network. 

¬  Developing production capacity on high-growth markets will further drive the company’s 
growth and further reduce reaction times. 
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InvESTMEnT In TEChnOLOGY: 

¬  in addition to the acquisition of new technologies to expand the product portfolio, the 
development of new high-tech products in all of Manz’ divisions will increase the value 
added in its production lines. The company will thus expand its market leadership.

¬  in order to secure and expand the existing competitive advantages and thus its market 
leadership, Manz will further increase its technology lead. it will acquire specialist ex-
pertise by buying in technology and by making specific acquisitions. This will provide 
the company with even broader foundations and reinforce its competitive position.

¬  it will further increase the proportion of high-price, technologically demanding systems 
to increase profitability. in contrast, simple components and the production of assem-
blies are increasingly being outsourced or shifted to lower-cost locations in Eastern 
 Europe and Asia.

¬  Research and development staffing levels will be increased greatly. There is in-depth 
 cooperation with institutes and research facilities, which is to be further maintained and 
expanded. 
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f i r e  [ noun ]

[ Knowledge : Energy ]
¬ The first man-made source of light. /… It is the result of chemical combustion. /*… 

f i r / i n g  f u r / n A c e  [ noun ]

[ Photovoltaics : crystalline silicon solar cells ]
¬ Part of the Manz backend line. /... The contacts in the silicon solar cells are … / see solar cells  burned  
at temperatures of up to 900 °C./*… 

g L A s s  c L e A n / i n g  e / q u i P / m e n t  [ noun ]

[ Photovoltaics : thin-film solar modules ]
¬ In thin-film technology /… the cleanliness of the glass substrate is critically important. This ensures 
excellent layer adhesion and high efficiency. Intech is the leading manufacturer of glass equipment 
for the LCD sector. Manz will also offer this equipment for the thin-film solar industry. /*… 

g r i d  P A / r i / t y  [ noun ]

[ Knowledge : Photovoltaics ]
¬ Grid parity is used to refer to /… the moment from which electricity from photovoltaics systems 
costs the same for end users as “traditional” electricity from the socket, which is mostly produced 
from non-renewable energy sources such as coal, oil, nuclear power, etc. This is expected to be the 
case in around 2010 in sunny Spain, and between 2015 and 2020 in central Europe. /*...

i n / n o / v A / t i / o n  [ noun ]

[ Knowledge : Company ]
¬ Innovation plays a key role on this technologically highly demanding market /… in particular. Manz 
Automation’s success is based on its ability to be the technology leader in many areas. For example 
in the laser scribing of thin-film solar modules [ throughput and precision ]. In this area, Manz is – in 
its own opinion – the global market leader with a share of more than 60 %. /*… 

i m / A g e  P r o c / e s s / i n g  [ noun ]

[ Photovoltaics : crystalline silicon solar cells ]
¬ A central component of all of the Manz automation and inspection systems. /... A camera is used 
to record an image of the solar cell, which is then processed using a computer. For example, this 
can be used to calculate the position of the solar cell, control the gripper or test the cell edge for 
damage. /*… 

L A / s e r  e d g e  d e / L e / t i o n  s y s / t e m s  [ noun ]

[ Photovoltaics : thin-film solar modules ]
¬ This Manz system guarantees the electrical isolation /... of the module from the edge. Dynamic 
linear motors, high-ablation lasers, efficient vacuuming and seamless integration into the process 
chain, as well as the processing of larger substrate dimension allow top values for precision and 
throughput. /*… 

L A / s e r  e d g e  i / s o / L A / t i o n  [ noun ]

[ Photovoltaics : crystalline silicon solar cells ]
¬ In order to make the solar cell more efficient /... and to exploit its full potential performance, the 
front and rear of the silicon solar cell are separated electrically. /… This is performed by removing 
a small track along the edge of the cell using a laser. With the utmost precision, minimum breakage 
rates and high throughput: 2,400 cells / h reach the Manz laser edge isolation systems, which are 
thus among the fastest on the market. /*… 
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FinAnciAL pOSiTiOn AnD RESULTS OF OpERATiOnS

EARnInGS

The company has prepared its income statement using the total cost [ nature of expense ] 
method.

Last year, Manz Automation recorded an approx. 50 % increase in revenues, and in 2007 
it again enjoyed accelerated growth. consolidated revenues were up by around 63 % from 
EUR 43.8 million to EUR 71.2 million in fiscal year 2007.

This significant growth was again primarily driven by the strong expansion on the photo-
voltaic market. Revenues in the systems.solar division totaled EUR 18.6 million in 2006, 
and these nearly tripled to EUR 51.1 million in 2007. As a result, this division accounted for 
around 72 % of total revenues. This strong growth was due in particular to the successful 
development of laser scribing equipment for the production of thin-film solar modules. 
This in-house development and the rapid marketing by our strategic alliance partner Applied 
Materials, allowed revenues on the thin-film solar sub-market to more than quadruple 
from EUR 3.4 million to EUR 15.3 million. This pace will be continued in 2008 given the cur-
rent order book.

Manz Automation AG’s revenues in its systems.lcd division fell. As manufacturers had built 
up substantial over-capacity in previous years, their readiness to make investments and 
thus also their demand for the company’s automation solutions fell. As a result, revenues in 
this division fell from EUR 14.5 million to EUR 8.7 million [ 12.3 % of consolidated revenues ]. 
However, this over capacity is expected to be reduced in the coming years, with Asian 
manufacturers being more ready to invest. The acquisition of intech Machines co. Ltd., 
which was successfully acquired after the balance sheet date, means that Manz can now 
offer the wet chemical cleaning of LcD see report on events after the balance sheet date  displays, 
 resulting in additional potential for revenues.
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The systems.aico division enjoyed pleasing growth, with segment revenues up from 
EUR 10.6 million to EUR 11.5 million. As a result, this division accounted for around 16 % 
of total revenues, with the company benefiting from its leading OEM solutions for the 
 production of hard metal tools. graph: 4.1  

in terms of regions, Manz Automation AG recorded substantial revenue growth world-
wide. Revenues in Germany lifted from EUR 15.7 million to EUR 30.3 million in fiscal year 
2007 [ 42.5 % of total revenues ]. The renewed increase in revenues in Germany [ previous 
year: 35.9 % of total revenues ] is primarily due to major orders from conergy and Q-cells. 
in total, Manz Automation AG has also been able to increase its position on the European 
and Asian markets. Revenues in the rest of Europe were up from EUR 9.2 million to EUR 13.7 
million. Revenues in Asia were up from EUR 17.4 million last year to EUR 24.4 million. The 
downturn in LcD investments is having a clear impact in this region in particular, with 
 substantial growth being recorded by the systems.solar division. 34.3 % of revenues were 
thus recorded in Asia. Revenues totaling around EUR 2.3 million were recorded in the USA 
[ previous year: EUR 0.8 million ] and EUR 0.5 million was recorded in other regions [ pre-
vious year: EUR 0.7 million ]. graph: 4.2  

Taking into account the changes in finished goods and own-work capitalized, total operating 
revenue increased to EUR 81.4 million in fiscal year 2007. After a record-breaking result of 
EUR 44.2 million last year, this constitutes renewed growth of around 84 %.

Manz Automation AG’s gross profits increased in fiscal year 2007 from EUR 22.6 million 
to EUR 35.7 million. The fact that components were increasingly bought in and simple 
 assembly work was outsourced, caused the cost of materials to increase significantly from 
EUR 21.9 million to EUR 46.6 million. The gross profit margin was thus lower than in the 
previous year at 43.9 % [ 51.0 % ]. 

The expansion of production capacity at the Reutlingen facility and the associated new 
hires meant that the average number of employees increased over the course of the year 
from 174 to 250. As a result, personnel expenses increased from EUR 11.3 million to 
EUR 16.6 million. At the same time, the personnel expenses ratio fell from 25.6 % to 20.4 %, 
thus expressing the further improvement in the group’s productivity. Amortization and 
 depreciation in fiscal year totaled EUR 1.6 million [ previous year: EUR 1.2 million ]. This was 
primarily for property, plant and equipment and for own work capitalized in prior periods. 
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Other operating expenses included, for example, sales and marketing costs, in particular 
logistics costs, administrative costs and consulting costs. These totaled EUR 7.5 million 
and only increased moderately compared to total operating revenue [ previous year: EUR 
5.2 million ].

Over the course of the year the increased standardization of equipment and the economies 
of scale thus recorded made themselves felt, resulting in a disproportionate increase in 
the group’s profitability. EbiT more than doubled from EUR 4.85 million to EUR 10.05 million. 
in terms of revenues, this correspond to an EbiT margin of 14.1 %, a significant year-on-
year improvement [ EbiT margin 11.1 % ].

Taken individually, the systems.solar division recorded EbiT totaling EUR 7.86 million – up 
four-fold year-on-year from EUR 1.92 million, and there was also a simultaneous improve-
ment in the EbiT margin from 10.3 % to 15.4 %. EbiT in the systems.lcd division fell as a 
 result of the downturn in sales to EUR 1.14 million [ previous year: EUR 1.94 million ], how-
ever the EbiT margin was stable year-on-year at 13.1 %. systems.aico was also stable with 
an EbiT margin of 9.1 %. This correponds to EbiT of EUR 1.05 million after EUR 0.99 million 
in the previous year. graph: 4.3  

The increase in EbT was very pleasing – this lifted from EUR 4.1 million by 158 % to 
EUR 10.6 million. This is due to factors including, in particular, the positive financial result 
of EUR 0.5 million. This is mostly due to the substantially reinforced capitalization and 
the high amounts of cash and cash equivalents, which allowed current interest income to 
be recorded. As a result, parts of the cash and cash equivalents were used together with 
borrowing to make acquisitions after the end of the fiscal year. 

net income after taxes totaled EUR 8.2 million or a return on sales of 11.6 % [ previous 
year: 6.3 % ] – almost triple the same period of the previous year [ EUR 2.8 million ]. This 
corresponds to earnings per share of EUR 2.40 given an average number of 3,430,025 
shares in circulation [ previous year: EUR 1.77 per share ]. 
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Dividends are based on the net profits [ HGb ] from the single-entity financial statements 
which totaled EUR 0.6 million. As a result of the dynamic market environment and the 
planned expansion, the Managing board will make a proposal to the General Meeting to 
carry the net profits forward to new account.

nET ASSETS

compared to December 31, 2006, as of the end of the fiscal year total assets more than 
doubled from EUR 40.9 million to EUR 82.4 million. Equity in particular increased from 
EUR 21.7 million to EUR 52.6 million. This is due to the positive earnings situation and also, 
in particular, the capital increase successfully placed in June 2007. As part of the trans-
action, 325,650 new, no-par value bearer shares with a theoretical interest of EUR 1.00 were 
placed at a price of EUR 70.00 with institutional investors in Germany and abroad. This led 
to gross proceeds from the issue of EUR 22.8 million, which was booked to the share pre-
mium after the deduction of costs. As a result, the share premium increased from EUR 13.5 
million to EUR 35.6 million. in total, this improved the equity ratio on the balance sheet 
date from 53.0 % to 63.9 %. This ratio fell after the balance sheet date, as additional bor-
rowing was drawn down to finance acquisitions. see also report on events after the balance sheet date  
graph: 4.4

non-current assets fell as of the end of 2007 from EUR 9.8 million to EUR 6.4 million. This 
downturn was primarily due to a lease agreement concluded in 2007 for the newly con-
structed building in Reutlingen. The existing building was also included in this lease, with 
the result that this property is no longer capitalized on the balance sheet, but rather the 
rent is carried in the income statement under “other operating expenses”. As a result, 
 financial liabilities from leasing fell from EUR 5.7 million to EUR 19 thousand. non-current 
financial liabilities are constant year-on-year at EUR 1.5 million, as these will only be re-
paid in June 2010 with the bullet payment. Deferred tax liabilities increased, primarily as a 
result of the positive iFRS earnings, from EUR 2.4 million to EUR 4.3 million. This was pri-
marily due to the percentage of completion method used in iFRS accounting. This method 
stipulates that orders are only carried as revenues if completion is 40 % or more, which is 
not the case in the tax base or HGb accounting.
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current liabilities increased during the past fiscal year from EUR 9.4 million to EUR 23.5 
million. This was due to factors including the increase in trade accounts payable, which 
 increased from EUR 3.0 million to EUR 5.4 million. This increase is due to the expansion of 
operating business. in addition, as a result of the significant increase in its order book and 
the strong German business, the company also received higher advance payments. These 
totaled around EUR 14.3 million on December 31, 2007 [ previous year: EUR 4.2 million ]. 
current provisions as a component of current liabilities totaled EUR 3.4 million [ previous 
year: EUR 1.2 million ]. in addition to increased provisions for contractual penalties, this 
item also includes the employee bonus for the past fiscal year. There were no current finan-
cial liabilities as a result of the company’s very positive liquidity.

On the assets side, non-current assets fell from EUR 11.3 million to EUR 9.1 million. The de-
velopment costs capitalized [ less scheduled amortization ] increased from EUR 3.6 million 
to EUR 5.4 million. However the changed lease meant that the capitalized rental costs for 
the company’s premises at its Reutlingen headquarters were no longer carried. As a result, 
property, plant and equipment fell from EUR 7.4 million to EUR 3.0 million.

current assets increased compared to December 31, 2006 from EUR 29.6 million to EUR 73.2 
million as of December 31, 2007. inventories increased as a result of the high order book 
from EUR 5.4 million to EUR 14.7 million. At the same time, receivables from customers 
 also increased from EUR 11.0 million to EUR 23.0 million as a result of the substantial in-
crease in revenues. cash and cash equivalents and marketable securities also exhibited 
strong growth, improving from EUR 12.5 million to EUR 33.4 million as of December 31, 2007 
as a result of the cash flows and the capital increase.
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LIQuIDITY

Manz Automation AG’s cash flow in the narrower sense [ net income less amortization/de-
preciation of non-current assets and increase/decrease in non-current provisions for pen-
sions ] in 2007 totaled EUR 9.9 million. This corresponds to an increase of around 145.0 % 
over the previous year [ EUR 4.0 million ]. Taking the change in working capital into account, 
the company recorded a cash flow from operating activities of EUR 4.2 million, also up 
EUR 1.8 million year-on-year. in this regard it must be noted that the strong growth in rev-
enues goes hand in hand with increased requirements for working capital.

The cash flow from investing activities totaled EUR – 19.9 million compared to EUR – 2.0 
million in 2006. Of this total, EUR 14.6 million was for the acquisition of securities, i. e. 
 current funds that were also used after the balance sheet date to make acquisitions. The 
majority of investments [ payments for investments in intangible assets and property, 
plant and equipment: EUR – 4.9 million ] was used for ongoing development projects as 
well as for the acquisition of iT and licenses.

The net cash provided by the capital increase was reflected in the cash flow from financing 
activities. This thus increased from EUR 11.9 million in 2006 to EUR 22.0 million in fiscal 
year 2007. Taking slight changes in the value of the cash and cash equivalents into account 
that were caused by exchange rates, cash and cash equivalents thus increased by EUR 6.4 
million to EUR 18.9 million. 

… / [ graph ]
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Report on events after 
the balance sheet date 
The group made far-reaching changes to its structure after December 31, 2007. The acqui-
sition of Tübingen-based christian Majer GmbH & co. kG was already announced in De-
cember 2007. This company was consolidated for the first time as of January 1, 2008, with 
the result that revenues and earnings will be included in the consolidated financial state-
ments from that date. This acquisition gives Manz access to additional capacity which will 
allow it to successfully continue its dynamic growth. christian Majer GmbH & co. kG cur-
rently has almost 80 employees, of which more than 50 are involved in the production and 
installation of machines. To date the company has concentrated on engineering for pro-
cessing paper, films and packaging. After the acquisition, the production range is to be 
 migrated, step by step, to include the production of components and machinery for Manz 
Automation. in addition to the manufacture of mechanical parts, the company also has ad-
ditional warehouse and assembly halls available with a total area of around 5,200 m². As 
the company already assembles component groups for Manz Automation AG on a job- 
order basis and is located less than 10 kilometers from Manz Automation AG’s headquar-
ters in Reutlingen, the Managing board believes that expanding the production range 
will progress rapidly. in addition, Manz plans to fully relocate its systems.aico division to 
Tübingen in April 2008, together with an expansion of the facilities at this location.

negotiations for the successful acquisition of a 90 % interest in böhm Electronic Systems 
Slowakei s.r.o. were concluded in February 2008 with a purchase price of EUR 4.3 million. 
Acquiring this Slovakian engineering company has doubled Manz Automation’s produc-
tion and warehouse capacity, enabling it to produce entire systems in Slovakia, a low-cost 
location. The company based in nove Mesto nad vahom [ Slovakia ] is a former Steag 
Hamatech AG production facility and currently has 270 employees. The Slovakian company 
will take over parts of production for Manz Automation AG, in particular for the systems.
solar division. This includes the production and processing of complete systems, including 
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procuring the components and taking the systems into operation. in future, the entire back 
end for the production of crystalline solar cells is to be produced in Slovakia, with the 
 Reutlingen facility increasingly focusing on technically demanding engineering. increased 
production in Slovakia will also allow Manz Automation AG to realize cost advantages, 
further increasing its competitive ability. The acquisition of böhm Electronic Systems 
Slowakei s.r.o. means that the Manz group has an additional 11,400 m² of assembly and 
warehouse space, of which around 1,300 m² is for cleanroom assembly, with an additional 
3,800 m² of office space. 

Manz Automation AG also made an acquisition offer for the listed company intech Machines 
co., Ltd. in Taiwan in February 2008. Manz Automation AG had already made an advance 
agreement with a major investor to acquire a 27 % interest in intech Machines co., Ltd. 
The company was able to finally conclude the acquisition offer on April 1, 2008. in total, 
Manz Automation AG acquired a 70 % interest in intech, taking the transaction volume to 
EUR 36 million. intech Machines co., Ltd.’s core business is the construction of wet-che-
mical process lines for the LcD and pcb industries. The company recorded revenues of 
 approx. EUR 50 million in fiscal year 2007 with more than 800 employees in Taiwan and 
china. The acquisition of intech Machines co., Ltd. gives Manz Automation AG access to 
the technology and capacity to produce wet-chemical cleaning lines, which cover a major 
section of the production process in both the LcD and thin-film solar industries. 

At the start of 2008, the Managing board also passed a resolution to further expand the 
Reutlingen facility as a result of the continued high order book. The company plans to 
 construct another production hall with offices by the end of 2008. The new building will 
develop an additional area of approx 9.100 m². This will result in 3,800 m² of production 
space and a store with 2,800 m² as well as 2,500 m² of office space. During the course of 
this expansion, the use of space in the existing building is to be restructured and a tech-
nology and training center for employees and customers is to be set up. in addition, Manz 
plans to build a customer center. in order to optimize the amount of capital locked up, 
Manz Automation AG will lease the new building, as is the case for the existing building.
 
There were no further events that could have had a substantial impact on the financial 
 position and results of operations after the end of the fiscal year.
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L A / s e r  s c r i B / i n g  [ noun ]

[ Photovoltaics : thin-film solar modules ]
¬ This system /… guarantees high throughput even for substrate sizes of 2.200 x 2.600 mm as four 
lasers working in parallel can pick out highly precise structures. They are aided by a bundle of high-
tech features. This includes dynamic linear motors as well as image processing … / see image processing  
to measure and compensate, efficient vacuuming and highly stable heat balancing. /*… 

m A r / k e t  P o / t e n / t i A L  [ noun ]

[ Knowledge : Market data photovoltaics ]
¬ There are mostly three reasons /… behind the enormous boom on the photovoltaics mar-
ket. ¬ Firstly: Resources for non-renewable energy sources such as oil and gas are becoming  
exhausted, which is allowing prices to rise significantly. ¬ Secondly: The environment is demanding 
non-polluting energy sources. ¬ Thirdly: Solar technology is becoming increasingly refined, and can 
be offered at significantly lower prices as a result of optimized automation. /*...

m e / c H A n / i / c A L  s c r i B / i n g  [ noun ]

[ Photovoltaics : thin-film solar modules ]
¬ Key functional structures are /… engraved in the module using a stylus. Linear motors, image 
processing, various stylus heads, efficient suction cleaning, highly precise structure, etc. allow high 
throughputs and the processing of substrates with very large dimensions. It is practically only used 
for CIS modules as laser scribing is not possible here for physical reasons. /*… 

m e s  m A n / u / f A c / t u r / i n g  e x / e / c u / t i o n  s y s / t e m  [ noun ]

[ Knowledge : Technology ]
¬ Software to control  /… an entire production line. This software forms three interfaces between 
the control of the individual machines and the company’s top-level ERP system. /*...

m e t / A L / L i / z A / t i o n [ noun ]

[ Photovoltaics : crystalline silicon   solar cells ]
¬ Double-sided metal contacts /… are needed as contacts in the solar cells. In addition, a layer of 
metal covering the entire rear is also needed. These are added onto the solar cells in three succes-
sive screen printing machines. /*… 

m i / c r o  c r A c k [ noun ]

[ Photovoltaics : crystalline silicon   solar cells ]
¬ As silicon is an /… extremely brittle material, mechanical strain results in minute cracks inside 
the solar cells … / see solar cells  . These lead to the cell breaking along these so-called micro cracks at 
a later stage in the production line. Manz Automation’s innovative inspection system allows these 
micro cracks to be seen. Sorting out pre-damaged cells reduces breakage rates and cuts machine 
downtime significantly. /*… 

P e A k  w A t t  [ noun ]

[ Knowledge : Photovoltaics ]
¬ Shows the performance of solar modules. /… Shows the electrical performance of the module 
given maximum sunshine. The energy produced mostly depends on the intensity of the sunshine 
and the duration of the sunshine at the location over the course of a year. In Germany, 1.000 peak 
watt allows around 900 – 1.000 kWh of energy to be produced. In the nevada dessert, this figure is 
more than twice as high. /*...
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Risk report and  
forecast

The continued boom in the photovoltaic sector has created the conditions required for Manz Automation 
AG’s continued strong growth. The successful capacity expansion and the acquisitions made mean 
that the company has laid the foundations required for future growth. As a result, the Managing Board 
is looking to the future with optimism, aiming for revenues of EuR 210 – 215 million and a sustained 
increase in EBIT for the current fiscal year.

In future, the driving force will continue to be the systems.solar division. The greatest expectations are 
being pinned, in particular, on growth in the thin-film solar market. The company will further reinforce its 
leadership on the market by implementing its strategy for acquisitions and growth. 

SUMMARy
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cOMpAny RiSkS

Manz Automation AG consciously enters into entrepreneurial risks in order to be able to 
gain corresponding benefits from the market’s opportunities. The company has put an 
end-to-end risk system in place which allows it to recognize risks at an early stage, and to 
control and minimize these risks. This is documented extensively in the risk management 
manual and is optimized on an ongoing basis. Each risk is allocated to an owning process, 
which measures the risk at least once per year, monitors the risk and names potential 
 activities to minimize the risk. implementation of these activities is reviewed at least once 
per year, and joint decisions are taken in this regard. This risk evaluation also analyzes 
new, potential risks and these are included in the catalog of risks for further control and 
monitoring.

InTEGRATIOn RISkS FROM ACQuISITIOnS

As part of the growth strategy, companies have been acquired to increase capacity and to 
give Manz access to new technologies. The initial aim is to integrate these companies into 
the Manz group quickly and with the lowest possible frictional losses. The new employees 
have to be trained and qualified. The production locations in the individual divisions and 
the organizational structure are being reorganized. As a result of the integration, bottle-
necks resulting from changes in production or problems in upholding deadlines cannot be 
fully ruled out. in addition, the acquisition could result in liability risks from the acquired 
company’s business activities. The occurence of any such events could have a negative 
 impact on the company’s revenues and earnings. 

RISkS FROM InCREASInG COMPETITIOn

irrespective of the insecurities surrounding growth forecasts for the photovoltaic market 
and the market for LcD flat screens, in future competition for automation and quality as-
surance systems may increase. in addition, existing competitors could expand their pro-
duction capacity or engage in aggressive pricing, and they could offer customers better 
conditions than the company. There is a particular risk from the production of imitations 
in the Asian region. This could have a direct impact on Manz Automation’s margins and 
the company’s market shares. in order to minimize these risks, Manz Automation AG 
makes ongoing investments in research and development projects in order to maintain 
and expand its technology leadership. 
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RISkS FROM DEPEnDEnCY On COOPERATIOn PARTnERS

in both its systems.solar and systems.lcd division, Manz Automation AG works closely 
 together with its strategic alliance partners. Strategic alliances with Roth & Rau and Applied 
Materials resulted in revenues of around EUR 24.6 million in fiscal year 2007. Although 
there are long-standing business relationships with the company’s business partners, 
and the OEM systems that the company produces cannot be substituted by competitors’ 
systems without great effort and expense, the sustained continued existence of the business 
relationships is not guaranteed. The end of one or several business relationships – for 
whatever reason – could thus have a negative impact on Manz Automation AG’s revenues 
or earnings. However, the company has its own sales activities in all of its divisions, and 
is in close contact with the world’s leading manufacturers of solar cells and key manufac-
turers of LcD flatscreen displays. Over the medium term, this will allow the company to 
compensate for any possible lost revenues. 

RISkS FROM RAPID TEChnOLOGY ChAnGES AnD ThE MARkET LAunCh OF nEW 
PRODuCTS

Further research and development is of key importance for the company’s product range. 
This is because of a constant technology migration – in particular in the photovoltaic and 
LcD sectors. There is no guarantee in this process that the company will always be able to 
offer the technologies that the market demands over the long term. in addition, there is 
 also the risk that new developments may be associated with higher costs than had origi-
nally been budgeted, with the result that losses may result from individual development 
projects. There is also no guarantee that new products that are launched will be successful 
on the market, which could result in further risks for the company’s revenues and earnings. 
in order to control these risks, Manz Automation AG is in close contact with its customers, 
and can thus recognize new trends at an early stage. in addition, the company carefully 
 examines possible potential on the market in advance, in order to be able to estimate the 
returns on its development projects and thus optimally deploy its resources.
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CuRREnCY RISkS

changes in exchange rates mean that there may be currency translation risks for the com-
pany. However, the use of derivative financial instruments [ cash flow hedges ] minimizes 
these risks. The exchange rate risk is eliminated as a corresponding delivery date is also 
agreed for each order. There is only the danger that the acceptance date may be postponed, 
resulting in costs from the extension of the hedges. However, the underlying exchange 
rates are adjusted if orders are postponed. 

DEPEnDEnCY On QuALIFIED EMPLOYEES In kEY POSITIOnS

The company’s success depends on qualified managers and employees, in particular the 
members of its Managing board and its second tier managers. The loss of executives or 
employees in key positions could have a negative impact on the company’s development, 
and thus impact its financial position and results of operations. At the same time, there is 
no guarantee that the company will be able to hire a sufficient number of new, suitable 
 executives or additional employees. However, as a listed company, Manz Automation AG 
enjoys greater attention from potential employees and can thus enhance its attractiveness 
as an employer. in addition, over the medium term, the listing also gives the company the 
opportunity of increasing employee loyalty by issuing shares and allowing its employees 
to participate correspondingly in its success.

RISkS FROM COnTRACTuAL PEnALTIES

contractual penalties could also result in risks for Manz Automation AG. A fixed delivery 
date is agreed when orders are issued – both parties regard this date as being binding. if 
Manz Automation is not able to make delivery of the agreed quantity on the agreed date, 
for example as a result of delivery bottlenecks or scarce resources, this could reduce in-
come from the project. This would have a direct impact on the group’s earnings. However, 
in order to control this risk, the available resources are monitored at an early stage and, 
if required, adjusted to the respective order volume. This allows the company to restrict 
the earnings riks to a maximum of 1 % of the volume of revenues.
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OppORTUniTiES FROM FUTURE GROwTH

SIGnIFICAnT MARkET GROWTh In ThE PhOTOvOLTAIC SECTOR

The photovoltaic sector has enjoyed dynamic growth over the past few years. According 
to estimates by the market research institutes iFO in Munich and EupD-Research in bonn, 
the German photovoltaic sector is also expected to continue to enjoy strong growth in 
the coming years. German photovoltaic production is expected to double from its current 
total of EUR 5.5 billion to more than EUR 10 billion in the coming three years. Exports are 
also forecast to increase to more than 50 % over the same period. 

During the past few years, Manz has become established as the global market leader for 
inline automation and wafer testing for crystalline silicon solar cell manufacture. The com-
pany believes that in-house developments have allowed it to secure a market share of 
around 60 % for laser scribing equipment for thin-film solar modules in the shortest of 
 periods. in addition, the company is the only engineering company outside Asia to offer 
many years of experience in the secure handling of large glass substrates in a cleanroom 
environment. The company enjoys particular benefits from its long-standing, well estab-
lished strategic alliances with Applied Materials and the resulting access to customers 
around the world. At the same time, the successive decrease in subsidization means that 
the industry will have to constantly improve the efficiency of the existing production lines 
in order to increase quality and at the same time cut the costs per watt. This means that 
both market growth and the continued pressure to increase efficiency result in significant 
growth potential for Manz Automation AG.
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SYnERGIES In ThE SYSTEMS.SOLAR AnD  
SYSTEMS.LCD DIvISIOnS OPEn uP COMPETITIvE ADvAnTAGES

There are special synergies between the systems.solar and systems.lcd division which 
will make an increasing contribution to the company’s growth and, at the same time, to 
boosting its profitability. There are comparable technical requirements for both automating 
LcD production lines and for production lines for thin-film solar modules. These relate to, 
in particular, the handling of large-area glass substrates, where Manz Automation AG has 
been building up a high level of expertise for many years, and which thus give it clear 
 competitive advantages in the high-growth market for thin-film technology. As a result, it 
is possible to employ technologies in new high-growth sectors [ thin-film solar modules ] 
that have already been fully developed. As LcD technology is already significantly more 
developed, and is thus a pioneer for thin-film technology, the LcD segment will also be of 
key importance in future. For example, the slotting of LcD machines in the established area 
of use is just 35 seconds, and around three minutes for the automation of thin-film solar 
modules. This is an example for the synergy effects that can still be realized. The acquisition 
of intech gives Manz Automation AG access to technology for the wet-chemical clean-
ing of glass substrates. This technology is a key production stage for both the production 
of LcD displays and thin-film solar modules. This will allow the company to reinforce its 
competitive position in both segments, and develop additional revenue and earnings poten-
tial. Finally, the technology synergies on the LcD and solar markets will cushion potential 
hiccups in growth, as the markets have different cycles and different growth rates. 
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CROSS-SELLInG EFFECTS FROM ExPAnDInG STRATEGIC ALLIAnCES

Manz Automation AG has long-standing strategic alliances with companies such as 
Roth & Rau and Applied Materials. whereas the alliance with Applied Materials has only 
covered the LcD market to date, this company plans the strategic penetration of the 
 photovoltaic market, opening up attractive opportunities for Manz Automation AG. in fis-
cal year 2007, three laser scribing lines were supplied to Applied Materials from an initial 
joint project for the production of thin-film solar systems. based on the succesful course 
of the project to date, the cooperation in this market segment can also be intensified in the 
coming years. 

vALuE ADDED InCREASED WITh RESEARCh AnD DEvELOPMEnT PROJECTS

At present, Manz Automation AG can provide around 60 % of the order volume for the in-
stallation of production lines for the manufacture of crystalline solar cells. This share is 
currently around 15 % for thin-film solar modules, and will increase to around 20 % from 
the integration of wet-chemical cleaning systems. in order to be able to further optimize 
value added, the company is working on various R & D projects to allow it to offer machines 
for further production stages that will be required in future, further optimizing its value 
added. by expanding its value added, the company will be able to further improve its po-
sition on the market and also its position in its cooperation with its strategic alliance part-
ners. both can have a very positive impact on the company’s revenues and earnings. 

SIGnIFICAnT OPPORTunITES FOR GROWTh FROM ThE PEnETRATIOn OF nEW 
MARkETS

There are medium-term opportunities in the systems.solar division in particular to expand 
into high-growth markets. in addition to the Asian market, in particular the US market 
should be noted as being what is probably one of the largest high-growth markets in future. 
in line with current legislative developments, it is possible that the US will also pass an act 
similar to the German Renewable Energy Act, which could result in a solar boom. if costs 
fall further for investors, above-average growth may result in the USA, thus resulting in a 
successful breakthrough for solar technology. in addition, a re-orientation 
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is also taking place in the Middle East, in order to be able to cover the increasing require-
ments for energy once the fossil fuels era has drawn to a close. in addition, emerging mar-
kets in Asia, and india in particular, are growth markets. Successfully developing these 
markets can thus have a very positive impact on the company’s revenues and earnings.

MARkET OPPORTunITIES FROM ACQuISITIOnS

Making specific acquisitions will give the company additional competitive advantages, 
 allowing it to even more consistently use opportunities on the market that may present 
themselves. in particular, it also provides access to new technologies, expertise and quali-
fied staff [ and thus also scare factors that are also key in competition ]. in addition, perti-
nent acquisitions can allow Manz Automation AG to significantly increase its production 
capacity over a comparatively short period. what is more, the company is planning to 
 develop new customers and product groups and to further diversify its product range by 
making attractive acquisitions. The company will thus have broad foundations which will 
stabilize its revenues and earnings. 
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P H o / t o / v o L / t A / i c s  [ noun ]

[ Knowledge : Photovoltaics ]
¬ Making light useable /… by converting it into electrical energy. Becquerel observed the photo-
voltaics effect for the first time in 1839. 1954 was the year in which this phenomenon was used to 
generate electricity for the first time. Cell efficiency ranges from 6 % (thin-film modules) to 20 % 
(monocrystalline modules) and 35 % (laboratory tests). /*… 

P / n  j u n c / t i o n  [ noun ]

[ Knowledge : Photovoltaics ]
¬ The P/N junction /… is located between the positive conductive base wafer material and the nega-
tive conductive upper surface layer resulting from phosphorus diffusion [ emitter ]. It ensures that 
the electrons created from light hitting the cell are collected in the emitter. This results in voltage 
given off by the solar cell. /*… 

P s g  e t c H / i n g  [ noun ]

[ Photovoltaics : crystalline silicon   solar cells ]
¬ The diffusion of phosphorus atoms /… creates the so-called phosphorus glass [ PSG ] layer. This 
is removed in a wet chemical line using hydrofluoric acid, as it cannot conduct electricity and thus 
hampers contacting the cell. /*… 

q u A L / i / t y  [ noun ]

[ Knowledge : Company ]
¬ Ensuring a constant high level of product quality /… is becoming one of the key competitive fac-
tors for solar cell manufacturers. Manz plays a key role in supporting its customers thanks to its inno-
vative inspection systems and its line-integrated measuring systems to control the key characteristics 
requried for quality. /*… 

r e / n e w / A / B L e  e n / e r / g y  [ the ]

[ Knowledge : Energy ]
¬ This term is used to mean /… wind power, hyrdoelectricity as well as solar energy and geothermal 
energy. Energy sources that are “renewable” and which can be reformed – unlike oil and coal – at 
least within a human timescale. /*… 

s c A r / c i / t y  o f  f o s / s i L e  f u e L s  [ noun ]

[ Knowledge : Energy ]
¬ Over the next ten years /… roughly half of the world’s crude oil deposits will have been used up. 
Then the curve will plummet, in particular because the up-and-coming industrial nations such as 
China, India and Brazil are consuming increasing quantities. In 2050 it will only be possible to pump 
50 million barrels a day – half of the current quantity and around the same as in 1975. As a result, 
in 2075 this figure will total just 20 to 25 million barrels. ¬ Gas deposits will not be used up quite so 
quickly, /… however the gas curve will also plummet like the crude oil curve. Only significant coal 
resources remain. At present, an annual total of approx. 5,000 million tons of this fuel is mined, with 
estimated deposits of around 900 billion tons. however, coal has a very negative environmental 
impact, with the result that consumption will undergo a strong decline. /*… 
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OUTLOOk

in fiscal year 2008 a further increase in dynamic growth in the photovoltaic industry is 
 expected, which will have a positive impact on Manz Automation AG’s business. Extensive 
follow-on orders from existing master agreements and newly acquired orders mean that 
the Managing board is expecting organic growth to almost double in the current fiscal year 
to EUR 135 – 140 million. This forecast is supported by the current order book of EUR 116 
million [ as of April 2008 ]. Taking the recently acquired companies in Tübingen and Slovakia 
and the majority interest in Taiwan-based intech into account, revenues are expected to 
grow to EUR 210 – 215 million. The Managing board believes that the successful acquisi-
tions will also result in a sustained increase in EbiT.

in particular the acquisitions made at the start of the year have led to a substantial increase 
in capacity. For example, the available production and office space of around 11,700 m² at 
the end of the year has increased to more than 74,700 m². At the same time, the number 
of employees has grown from a little more than 300 to around 1,600 employees. Although 
integrating the new companies is initially a challenge, the Managing board is optimistic 
that it has created solid foundations for further growth. in order to implement its objectives, 
the company is planning to hire more than 140 specialist employees and engineers world-
wide despite the increased capacity. graph: 5.1

Together with the acquisitions, the individual locations will focus on specific divisions and 
production stages. in future, the Reutlingen facility will focus on high-tech engineering for 
solar and LcD machines, while backend production lines will be produced in Slovakia in 
particular. The assemblies required for this will be supplied by the subsidiary in Hungary. 
Over the medium-term, LcD equipment is to be produced by the recently acquired intech 
Machines co., Ltd. in Taiwan. This guarantees proximity to the customers located exclu-
sively in Asia. in addition, intech’s existing technology means that it is already a leading 
provider in the LcD industry, with the result that the production facilities in Taiwan and 
china have excellently qualified personnel. The third division systems.aico [ OEM systems 
and component trading ] is to be bundled at the Tübingen facility in future. 
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This will provide a stable pillar in the group’s operations which also provides high earnings, 
allowing employees at the Reutlingen facility to focus in greater detail on research and 
 development projects to secure the group’s market position.

Manz Automation AG’s Managing board is confident that the organizational changes will 
allow it to further increase its growth in the individual divisions. Growth will again be 
 driven by the systems.solar division. The thin-film solar market in particular is propelling 
the company’s growth. This division recorded revenues of around EUR 15.3 million in 2007, 
and the company has already recorded orders for thin-film solar systems with a volume 
of approx. EUR 64 million that will be reflected in revenues and earnings in 2008. The order 
book for production equipment for crystalline solar cells is at almost EUR 40 million and is 
already higher than for 2007 as a whole. This growth is driven by Germany, as the amend-
ment to the German Renewable Energy Act in 2008 is expected to result in a sub-stantial 
increase in investment. This could already cool down in 2009 when the new Renewable 
Energy Act comes into effect. Manz Automation is already excellently equipped to deal with 
this scenario as a result of its successful internationalization – which will allow it to more 
than compensate for a downturn in investment on the German market thanks to its foreign 
customers. 
 
The Managing board is also forecasting an improvement in revenues and earnings in the 
divisions systems.lcd and systems.aico. Excess capacity is being reduced in the LcD indus-
try, with the result that LcD manufacturers will make increased investments in new equip-
ment generations in future. in addition, the systems.aico division will be able to further 
 increase its growth by bundling the technologies and customers acquired as part of the 
acquisitions, and use the resources offered at the Tübingen location for its own growth.

To summarize – the Managing board is thus looking to the coming fiscal years with great 
optimism. The coming years promise high order intake which goes hand in hand with 
 increasing sales and earnings. in connection with its targetted acquisition strategy, in the 
coming years Manz Automation AG will thus further reinforce its current market lead.
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Consolidated inCome statement in EUR

Note Dec. 31, 2007 Dec. 31, 2006

Revenues 01 71,249,074 43,812,644

Change in finished goods 7,774,403 −1,085,585

Own work capitalized 02 2,424,730 1,516,021

Total operating revenues 81,448,207 44,243,080

Other operating income 03 914,807 211,476

Cost of materials 04 −46,644,681 −21,896,265

Gross margin 35,718,333 22,558,291

Personnel expenses 05 −16,593,882 −11,325,254

Amortization/depreciation −1,595,555 −1,152,781

Other operating expenses 06 −7,483,245 −5,229,198

Operating result [ EBIT ] 10,045,651 4,851,058

Income from financial investments accounted for at equity 12 28,542 0

Net financial income/net finance costs 07 479,955 −743,288

Profit transfer due to partial profit transfer agreement 08 0 −12,500

Pre-tax earnings [ EBT ] 10,554,148 4,095,270

Income tax expense 09 −2,309,436 −1,316,085

Net income 8,244,712 2,779,185

 Weighted average number of shares 3,430,025 1,573,748

 Earnings per share, in EUR [ diluted = basic ] 10 2.40 1.77
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Note Dec. 31, 2007 Dec. 31, 2006

Assets

Non-current assets 9,141,287 11,254,664

 Intangible assets 12 5,830,062 3,854,230

 Property, plant and equipment 12 2,987,439 7,365,758

 Financial assets 12 289,458 0

 Deferred taxes 09 34,328 34,676

Current assets 73,234,581 29,624,455

 Inventories 13 14,711,932 5,361,655

 Trade receivables 14 23,019,956 11,034,392

 Income tax receivables 262,218 366,600

 Derivative financial instruments 15 444,903 0

 Other current receivables 16 1,191,967 243,763

 Securities 17 14,553,660 0

 Cash and cash equivalents 18 18,888,477 12,541,616

 Prepaid expenses 19 161,468 76,429

totAl Assets 82,375,868 40,879,119

Consolidated balanCe sheet [ iFRs ] in EUR

liabilities and shareholder’s equity

Equity 20 52,647,321 21,665,862

 Subscribed capital 3,582,900 3,257,250

 Share premium 35,554,845 13,529,065

 Retained earnings 565,984 166,605

 Currency translation 12,542 26,604

 Consolidated net retained profits 12,931,050 4,686,338

Non-current liabilities 6,277,984 9,792,196

 Non-current financial debt 21 1,500,000 1,500,000

 Deferred investment subsidies 22 90,848 0

 Financial liabilities from leases 23 18,813 5,650,950

 Provisions for pensions 24 59,141 49,367

 Other non-current provisions 25 321,000 221,000

 Deferred taxes 09 4,288,182 2,370,879

Current liabilities 23,450,563 9,421,061

 Trade payables 26 5,424,704 2,968,293

 Advance payments received 27 14,281,560 4,185,563

 Tax liabilities 28 64,796 17,106

 Other current provisions 29 3,359,307 1,242,471

 Other liabilities 30 315,046 480,704

 Financial liabilities from leases 23 5,150 526,924

totAl shAreholders’ equity And liAbilities 82,375,868 40,879,119
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consolidated cash flow statement in EUR

2007 2006

Cash flow from operating activities

Net income 8,244,712 2,779,185

Amortization/depreciation of non-current assets 1,595,555 1,152,780

Profit from equity-accounted investment −28,542 0

ZIncrease [ + ] / decrease [ − ] in provisions for pensions
and other non-current provisions 109,774 70,368

Cash flow 9,921,499 4,002,333

Gains [ − ] / losses [ + ] from disposal of assets −5,112 0

Increase [ − ] / decrease [ + ] in inventories, trade
receivables and other assets −22,690,595 −6,268,579

Increase [ + ] / decrease [ − ] in trade payables
and other liabilities 16,995,245 4,736,548

Cash flow from operating activities 4,221,037 2,470,302

Cash flow from investing activities

Proceed from the disposal of assets 84,882 0

Payments to acquire intangible assets and property, plant and equipment −4,902,799 −1,980,766

Payments for the acquisition of consolidated companies −478,661 − 57,023

Payments to acquire securities −14,553,660 0

Cash flow from investing activities −19,850,238 −2,037,789

Cash flow from financing activities

Proceeds from additions to equity 22,795,500 15,045,000

Capital procurement costs [ pre-tax ] −701,865 −1,039,539

Payments for the redemption of finance leases −85,474 −161,573

Payments to shareholders 0 −225,000

Payments for the repayment of non-current loans 0 −65,315

Payments for the redemption of the silent partnership 0 −1,000,000

Change in overdraft facilities 0 −662,150

Cash flow from financing activities 22,008,161 11,891,423

Cash and cash equivalents – end of period

Cash change in cash and cash equivalents [ sub-total 1 – 3 ] 6,378,960 12,323,936

Net change in cash and cash equivalents due to currency translation −32,099 −15,237

Cash and cash equivalents on Jan. 1 12,541,616 232,917

Cash and cash equivalents on Dec. 31 18,888,477 12,541,616

Composition of cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents 18,888,477 12,541,616

Cash and cash equivalents on Dec. 31 18,888,477 12,541,616
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Subscribed 
capital

Share 
 premium

Revenue 
reserves

Currency 
translation

Consolidated 
net retained

total equity

Retained 
profits

Market
valuation

As of Jan. 1, 2006 450,000 146,782 172,236 0 4,563 3,964,089 4,737,670

Disbursements for 2005 −225,000 −225,000

Net income for the period 2,779,185 2,779,185

Consolidation-related currency losses/gains [ net ] 22,041 22,041

Disposal of minority interests share of loss −29,686 −29,686

Capital increases 1,005,000 14,040,000 15,045,000

Capital increase from company funds 1,802,250 −1,802,250 0

Capital procurement costs [ after tax ] −657,717 −657,717

Valuation of financial instruments −5,631 −5,631

As of Dec. 31, 2006 3,257,250 13,529,065 172,236 −5,631 26,604 4,686,338 21,665,862

Capital increases 325,650 22,469,850 22,795,500

Capital procurement costs [ after tax ] −444,070 −444,070

Net income for the period 8,244,712 8,244,712

Consolidation-related currency losses/gains [ net ] −14,062 −14,062

Valuation of financial instruments 399,379 399,379

As of Dec. 31, 2007 3,582,900 35,554,845 172,236 393,748 12,542 12,931,050 52,647,321

consolidated statement of chances in equity for fiscal year 2007 in EUR
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Segment reporting for diviSionS [ primary reporting format ] aS of december 31, 2007 in EUR thousand

Segment reporting for regionS [ Secondary reporting format ] aS of december 31, 2007 in EUR thousand

systems.solar systems.Icd systems.aico Central functions /
other

Group

2007 2006 2007 2006 2007 2006 2007 2006 2007 2006 

Revenues with third parties 51,052 18,641 8,736 14,530 11,461 10,642 0 0 71,249 43,813

EBIT 20,499 4,797 2,822 4,201 1,577 1,590 −14,852 −5,737 10,046 4,851

EBIT [ after allocation of central functions/other ] 7,860 1,915 1,141 1,943 1,045 993 10,046 4,851

Segment assets 33,508 10,181 4,846 4,989 8,000 7,327 36,022 18,382 82,376 40,879

Segment liabilities 15,490 5,145 2,414 1,268 919 741 10,906 12,060 29,729 19,214

Net assets 18,018 5,036 2,432 3,721 7,081 6,586 25,116 6,322 52,647 21,665

Additions to assets 3,277 297 297 222 1,293 437 325 1,028 5,192 1,984

Amortization/depreciation 523 246 276 223 616 557 181 127 1,596 1,153

Employees [ annual average ] 122 42 23 30 68 61 37 41 250 174

Germany Rest of Europe Asia America Other
Regions

Group

2007 2006 2007 2006 2007 2006 2007 2006 2007 2006 2007 2006

Third-party revenues by 
customer location 30,295 15,711 13,726 9,242 24,432 17,363 2,340 788 456 709 71,249 43,813

Carrying amount of segment 
assets by asset location 78,579 38,172 1,947 1,297 915 732 646 678 289 0 82,376 40,879

Investments in
non-current assets 
by asset location 4,428 1,932 389 26 39 22 47 4 289 0 5,192 1,984
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Changes in Consolidated non-Current assets as of deCember 31, 2007 in EUR

Intangible assets Property, plant and equipment Financial assets

Licences, 
software 

and similar 
rights and 

assets

Capitalized 
develop-

ment costs Goodwill

Total 
intangible 

assets

Land and 
buildings 
including 

buildings on 
third-party 

land
Plant and 

machinery

Other 
equipment, 

operating 
and office 

equipment
Advance 

payments

Total 
property, 
plant and 

equipment

Par-
ticipating 
interests

total 
con-

solidated 
non-current 

assets

Acquisition/ 
production costs

Jan. 1, 2007 756,431 4,341,738 30,398 5,128,567 6,820,225 780,624 1,553,651 0 9,154,500 0 14,283,067

Currency trans- 
lation adjustments –163 0 0 –163 –2,918 –4,286 –5,440 0 –12,644 0 −12,807

Change group of 
consolidated com-
panies 0 0 0 0 423,584 0 0 0 423,584 0 423,584

Additions 311,174 2,424,730 0 2,735,904 65,913 865,124 945,855 290,005 2,166,896 289,458 5,192,259

Disposals 0 0 0 0 6,595,760 0 0 0 6,595,760 0 6,595,760

Dec. 31, 2007 1,067,442 6,766,468 30,398 7,864,308 711,044 1,641,462 2,494,066 290,005 5,136,577 289,458 13,290,343

Accumulated 
depreciation

Jan. 1, 2007 485,168 789,169 0 1,274,337 360,294 373,544 1,054,904 0 1,788,743 0 3,063,081

Currency trans-
lation adjustments –146 0 0 –146 –700 –2,332 –6,778 0 – 9,810 0 −9,956

Additions 149,926 610,129 0 760,055 148,854 196,744 489,902 0 835,499 0 1,595,555

Disposals 0 0 0 0 465,294 0 0 0 465,294 0 465,294

Dec. 31, 2007 634,948 1,339,298 0 2,034,246 43,154 567,956 1,538,028 0 2,149,138 0 4,183,384

Carrying amounts

Dec. 31, 2007 432,494 5,367,170 30,398 5,830,062 667,890 1,073,506 956,038 290,005 2,987,439 289,458 9,106,959

Dec. 31,  2006 271,263 3,552,569 30,398 3,854,230 6,459,931 407,080 498,747 0 7,365,758 0 11,219,988
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S c r e e n  p r i n t / i n g  [ noun ]

[ Photovoltaics : crystalline silicon   solar cells ]
¬ Screen printing is part of the metallization process, /… and is used to add the conductive tracks 
to the cells. A screen and blade are used to print electrically conductive silver aluminum paste sepa-
rately onto the front and rear of the solar cell . These are each dried separately. The paste is then 
burned into the solar cell. Manz Automation’s screen printing sytems can achieve high throughput 
figures of 2,400 cells / h including automated paste dosage, integrated print image control, built-in 
drier to dry the paste and a standardized interface to the burning oven.¬ Screen printer /… The silver 
aluminum paste is printed on to the solar cell using the screen … /1  and the blade … /2  . /*…

S c r i b / i n g  [ noun ]

[ Photovoltaics : thin-film solar ]
¬ Thin-film solar modules /… can be scribed both using mechanical methods [ stylus ] or laser. The 
laser or the stylus ablate thin tracks in the various layers previously applied. Scribing causes inte-
grated series connections between neighboring cells. This results in a higher voltage, thus making 
the module useable. Reducing the distance between these tracks allows the efficiency of a thin-film 
module to be increased. However, at the same time, ultra-precise control must be used to make sure 
that the lines do not touch; this would result in a short-circuit. /*...

lexicon si – so

lexicon ph – sc

… /1

… /2

Figure: Changing the printing screen
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Notes to the consolidated 
financial statements

The focus in fiscal year 2007 was primarily on the capital increase successfully placed in the middle of 
the year and Manz Automation AG’s successful expansion. In June 2007, the company increased its 
capital, bringing gross proceeds from the issue of EUR 22.8 million and thus laying the foundations for 
continued dynamic growth during the remainder of the year. 325,650 new shares were issued during 
the transaction, taking the share capital to 3,582,900.

As a result, the company was increasingly able to drive its acquisition projects and buy its first compa-
nies after the end of the year. In addition to Christian Majer GmbH & Co. KG in Tübingen, which will inclu-
de the systems.aico division in future, Manz was also able to acquire Böhm Electronic Systems Slowakei 
s.r.o. In addition, Manz also succeeded in concluding its takeover offer for Intech Machines Co., Ltd. in 
Taiwan in April 2008. This has substantially increased the group’s production, warehouse and staff capacity, 
and sustainably reinforced the company’s global market leadership in the LCD and solar industry.

summAry

consolidated financial statements and notes /… 
¬ …*/ notes to the consolidated financial statements …
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i. GenerAl explAnAtions

manz Automation AG [ manz AG ] has its registered office in steigaeckerstrasse 5 in 
72768 reutlingen, Germany. the business activities of manz Automation AG and its 
 subsidiaries [ manz group ] comprise the development and manufacture of systems and 
components for automation and quality assurance. the systems are primarily used in 
the production of solar cells and lcd flat screen displays.

manz Automation AG prepared its consolidated financial statements as of december 31, 
2007 in accordance with international Financial reporting standards [ iFrs ] as these are 
to be applied in the eu and the supplementary provisions of the hGb as stipulated by 
 section 315 [ 1 ] of the handelsgesetzbuch [ hGb – German commercial code ]. All of the 
standards and interpretations for which application was mandatory were taken into ac-
count. iFrs for which application was not yet mandatory were not applied.

THE FOLLOwING STANDARDS AND INTERPRETATIONS AND MAJOR CHANGES wERE TO BE APPLIED 

FOR THE FIRST TIME IN FISCAL yEAR 2007:

¬ iAs 1  presentation of Financial statements
¬ iFrs 7  Financial instruments: disclosures
¬ iFric 7  Applying the restatement approach under iAs 29

 Financial reporting in hyperinflationary economies
¬ iFric 8  scope of iFrs 2
¬ iFric 9  reassessment of embedded derivatives
¬ iFric 10  Financial reporting and impairment

consolidated financial statements and notes /… 
¬ …*/ notes to the consolidated financial statements …

… / 2

… / 1 

… /  3 
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First-time application of the changes to iAs 1 and iFrs 7 leads to increased information in 
the notes to the consolidated financial statements for fiscal year 2007. the other inter-
pretations named did not impact the consolidated financial statements. in 2006 and 2007, 
the iAsb passed various standards, additions to standards and interpretations to be 
 applied from 2008 or 2009. some of these, such as iAs 1 presentation of Financial state-
ments and iFrs 8 operating segments only affect information in the notes. others, such 
as  iFric 11 iFrs 2 Group and treasury share transactions, iFric 12 service concession 
Agreements, iFric 14 iAs 19 – the limit on a defined benefit Asset, minimum Funding 
 requirements and their interaction are not currrently used by the group and are not ex-
pected to be applied in 2008. in total, the company is thus not expecting any material im-
pact on its financial position and results of operations from these new regulations.

the impact of the new versions of iFrs 3 business combinations and iAs 27 consolidated 
and separate Financial statements, which are to be applied for the first time from July 1, 
2009, depends on the extent – which cannot be forecasted – to which the company acquires 
or sells interests in other companies in 2009.

We believe that the possible impact from the application of the accounting standard not 
yet taken over by the eu into european law iFric 13 customer loyalty programs and the 
changes to iAs 23 borrowing costs will be minor.

to ease transparency, individual items are compounded in the balance sheet and income 
statement. these are listed and discussed separately in the notes. the manz group’s 
 fiscal year is from January 1 to december 31. the consolidated financial statements are 
prepared in euros. the information in the notes is in thousands of euros [ eur thousand ] 
if not otherwise stated. the income statement has been prepared using the total cost 
[  nature of expense ] method.

consolidated financial statements and notes /… 
¬ …*/ notes to the consolidated financial statements …
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ii. bAsis oF presentAtion

GROUP OF CONSOLIDATED COMPANIES

manz AG’s consolidated financial statements include all of the companies for which manz 
AG can either directly or indirectly determine the financial and business policy [ controlling 
relationship ].

in addition to manz Automation AG, the group of consolidated companies includes the 
following foreign subsidiaries:

Interest in %

Fully consolidated companies

Manz Automation Inc., North Kingstown/USA 100

Manz Automation Hungary Kft., Debrecen/Hungary 100

MVG Hungary Kft., Debrecen/Hungary 100

Manz Automation Asia Ltd., Hongkong 100

Manz IMMO Hungary Kft., Debrecen/Hungary 100

Manz Automation Taiwan Limited, Hsinchu/Taiwan 100

Manz Automation [ Shanghai ] Co., Ltd., Shanghai/China 100

Consolidation at equity

Axystems Ltd., Petach-Tikva/Israel 24

NEw FORMATIONS

the following new company formations are not corporate acquisitions within the meaning 
of iFrs 3, as no business operations were acquired.

the subsidiary manz Asia ltd., hong Kong, formed manz Automation taiwan limited in 
december 2007 and has held a 100 % interests since then. the share capital totals ntd 
500,000.00. this company has the purpose of further developing the Asian market and 
securing the high quality of service.

manz Asia ltd., hong Kong also formed manz Automation [ shanghai ] co., ltd., in shanghai/
china in december 2007, and it has held a 100 % interest since then. the share capital to-
tals usd 140,000.00. this company also serves to improve penetration of the Asian market 
and to provide service support.

ACqUISITION OF BUSINESS OPERATIONS

manz Automation hungary Kft. acquired a 100 % interest in reichert Kft., debrecen/hungary 
[ now: manz immo hungary Kft. ] in september 2007. manz immo hungary Kft’s sole pur-
pose is to hold and administer a plot of land directly adjacent to manz Automation hungary 
Kft’s production building. the share capital totals huF 50,000.00.

ACqUISITIONS OF MINORITy INTERESTS

in september 2007, manz Automation AG acquired a 24.0 % interest in Axystems ltd., israel, 
as part of a capital increase. this company’s activities span the development and produc-
tion of control systems. For information on the equity-accounted financial investments see 
section 12  .

consolidated financial statements and notes /… 
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the subsidiaries’ financial statements are prepared as of the date of the consolidated finan-
cial statements, manz AG’s balance sheet date.

PRINCIPLES OF CONSOLIDATION

capital is consolidated according to iFrs 3 [ business combinations ] according to the pur-
chase method. in so doing, the assets and liabilities acquired are measured at their fair 
 values on the date of their acquisition. the acquisition costs of the interest acquired is then 
netted with the proportionate newly valued equity of the subsidiary. Any remaining posi-
tive difference from netting the purchase price with the identified assets and liabilities is 
carried under intangible assets as goodwill.

expenses and income as well as receivables, liabilities and provisions between consolidated 
companies are netted. the requisite deferred taxes are formed for consolidation.

CURRENCy TRANSLATION

the financial statements prepared in foreign currencies of the subsidiaries included in the 
group are translated to euros according to iAs 21. the functional currency of the consoli-
dated currency is the respective national currency, as these subsidiaries conduct their busi-
ness activities independently in financial, economic and organizational repsects. Assets, 
 liabilities and contingent liabilities are carried at the mean rate of exchange on the balance 
sheet date, equity is translated at historical rates. currencies in the income statement are 
translated at the annual average rate. exchange rate differences resulting from the trans-
lation of the annual financial statements are carried under equity as a separate item until 
the subsidiary is no longer part of the group.

items denominated in foreign currency in the financial statements of the companies in-
cluded in the consolidated financial statements are measured at the exchange rate pre-
vailing on their date of acquisition. cash items are valued at the mean rate of exchange on 
the balance sheet date. currency gains and losses on the balance sheet date are recognized 
in income.

ACCOUNTING AND vALUATION POLICIES

the assets and liabilities of manz AG and the fully consolidated subsidiaries are carried and 
measured according to the uniform accounting and valuation methods in the manz group 
as of december 31, 2007.

comparable information for fiscal year 2006 is based on the same accounting and valuation 
methods that were applied in fiscal year 2007.

consolidated financial statements and notes /… 
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estimates and assumptions are required to prepare the consolidated financial statements. 
these impact the carrying amounts, measurement and disclosure of assets, liabilities, 
 income and expenses. All of the facts available at the time are considered in this regard. 
major assumptions and estimates are used for the useful lives which are uniform through-
out the group, as well as the recoverable amounts for assets, the ability to collect receiv-
ables, the identification of the degree of completion for non-current construction contracts 
and the accounting for and measurement of provisions. the values which actually occur 
may differ from the estimates in individual cases. the carrying amounts of the assets and 
liabilities affected by estimates can be seen in the classification of the individual items in 
the accounts.

NON-CURRENT ASSETS

licenses, software and similar rights and assets, capitalized development costs and good-
will with a limited useful life are carried under intangible assets. these are carried if 
there is a probability of a future economic benefit and to the extent that it is not clearly 
possible to allocate these to expenses.

licenses, software and similar rights are capitalized at cost in line with iAs 38 and amortized 
over their useful lives using the straight line method, to the extent that there is no impair-
ment. useful lives are generally between three and five years.

development costs for systems and system components are capitalized if the conditions 
of iAs 38 have ben met. costs comprise all costs that can be directly allocated to the de-
velopment process as well as reasonable amounts of the development-related overheads. 
capitalized development costs are written down using the straight line method from the 
start of production over the anticipated product life cycle. As a rule this is between four 
and eight years. research costs and development costs that cannot be capitalized are 
 recognized as expenses when they are incurred.

in line with iAs 36 and iFrs 3, goodwill is subject to an annual impairment test. there were 
no write-downs in 2007. Goodwill totals eur 30 thousand.

property, plant and equipment is measured at cost less scheduled depreciation in line with 
the useful lives and extraordinary write-downs due to impairment. costs for repairs and 
maintenance are carried as ongoing expenses. straight-line depreciation is performed in 
line with the anticipated consumption of the future economic benefit. scheduled deprecia-
tion is mostly based on the following useful lives:

Years

Real property, equivalent rights and buildings 15 to 30

Plant and machinery 6 to 10

Other equipment, operating and office equipment 4 to 13

consolidated financial statements and notes /… 
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in finance leases, economic ownership is assigned to the lessee in the event that the lessee 
bears all of the opportunities and risks associated with ownership [ iAs 17 ]. if economic 
ownership is to be allocated to the manz group, the assets are capitalized at their fair 
 value or the lower cash value of teh minimum lease payments on the date the lease is con-
cluded. depreciation is performed using the straight line method based on the useful life 
or the term of the lease if shorter. the payment obligations resulting from future lease in-
stallments are carried as a financial liability.

equity-accounted investments are initially carried at cost, and in subsequent years adjust-
ed for the proportionate earnings, distributed dividends and other changes to equity as 
well as the hidden reserves and liabilities uncovered upon acquisition. balance sheet good-
will is included in the carrying amount, it is not subject to scheduled amortization. An 
 impairment test is performed if there are any indicators that the interest is impaired. Any 
write-downs that may be necessary are initially deducted from the goodwill on the bal-
ance sheet.

IMPAIRMENT OF ASSETS

intangible assets and property, plant and equipment are subject to non-scheduled amorti-
zation/depreciation on the balance sheet date in ine with iAs 36 [ impairment of Assets ] 
if specific events or market developments indicate a correction of the anticipated useful life 
or a loss of value. Assets are impairment tested by comparing their capitalized carrying 
amounts with their recoverable amounts. the recoverable amount is defined as being the 
higher of the fair value and the cash value of the anticipated future cash flows from the 
 asset. Writing an asset down to its recoverable amount is pertinent if this is lower than the 
capitalized book value of the respective asset. if the reason for previous impairment no 
longer applies, the asset is written up to amortized cost. during fiscal year 2006 no non-
scheduled write-downs and write-ups were required.

INvENTORIES

inventories are carried at cost or their lower net realizable value in line with iAs 2 [ inven-
tories ]. costs include unit costs and reasonable amounts of the necessary material and 
production overheads as well as production-related write-downs and proportionate ad-
ministrative overheads that can be allocated directly to the production process. if required, 
averages are used to simplify valuations.

NON-CURRENT CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS

non-current construction contracts are accounted for using the percentage of completion 
method [ poc method ] in line with iAs 11. the percentage of completion used to ascertain 
the amount of partial profits realized is determined by the ratio of the contract costs in-
curred on the balance sheet date and the calcualted total costs [ cost-to-cost method ].
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if the total of the incurred order costs and the gains disclosed exceeds advance payments, 
construction contracts are carried as assets under future receivables from long-term con-
struction orders under trade receivables. A negative balance is carried under trade pay-
ables. during fiscal years 2006 and 2005 no negative balances had to be carried. the prin-
ciples of loss-free valuation were taken into account.

TRADE RECEIvABLES

receivables from customers are carried at their nominal values. recognizable individual 
risks are taken into account via reasonable write-downs. receivables in foreign currency – 
to the extent that these exist – are measured at the mean rate of exchange on the balance 
sheet date.

DERIvATIvE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

manz Automation AG only uses derivative financial instruments to hedge against the cur-
rency risks resulting from its operating activities.

According to iAs 39, derivative financial instruments are carried at their fair values upon 
initial recognition and in subsequent valuations. the fair values of traded derivative 
 financial instruments corresond to their market prices. non-traded derivative financial in-
struments are calculated using recognized valuation models based on discounted cash 
flow analyses and using current market parameters.

the decisive factor in recording changes in fair values – recognized in profit and loss or 
taken directly to equity – is whether the derivative financial instrument is included in an 
 effective hedge within the meaning of iAs 39. if there is no hedge accounting, the changes 
in the fair values of the derivative financial instruments are recognized in income imme-
diately. in contrast, if there is an effective hedge within the meaning of iAs 39, the hedge 
is booked as such.

manz applies the requirements under iAs 39 for hedge accounting to secure future cash 
flows from future cash flows [ cash flow hedges ]. in this regard, at the start of the hedge 
the relationship between the underlying transaction and the hedge are documented, in-
cluding the risk management objectives. in addition, the company documents whether 
the hedge instrument designated in the hedge is effective with regard to compensating for 
the change in the cash flow for the underlying transaction both when a hedge is entered 
into and during the term of the hedge.

the effective portion of the change in the fair value of a derivative or an original financial 
instrument which has been designated as a hedge is recorded under equity under revenue 
reserves. the gains or losses due to the ineffective portion is recognized immediately in 
 income under other operating income or other operating losses.

Amounts recorded under equity are transferred to the income statement in the period in 
which the underlying transaction is also recognized in income.
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OTHER CURRENT RECEIvABLES

As a rule, other receivables are carried at their nominal amounts. recognizable individual 
risks are taken into account with corresonding value adjustments. there are no non-inter-
est bearing or low-interest receivables with terms of more than one year.

SECURITIES

marketable securities mostly comprise annuities, equities and real estate fund units as 
well as fixed-income securities that have a remaining term of more than three months and 
less than one year when they are acquired. the securities are all, without exception, in 
the available-for-sale category, and are carried at their fair values. upon initial valuation, 
transaction costs are taken into account that are to be directly allocated to the acquisition 
of the financial asset; first-time valuation is on the date of fulfillment. unrealized gains 
and losses are recorded under revenue reserves taking deferred taxation into account. the 
gains or losses are recognized in income when they are sold. if there are major objective 
indicators that suggest that an asset is impaired, this is written of and recognized in in-
come.

CASH AND CASH EqUIvALENTS

cash and cash equivalents are held as accounts and current investments with banks which 
have a remaining term of up to three months when they are received. these are measured 
at amortized cost.

DEFERRED INvESTMENT SUBSIDIES

the investment subsidies received are deferred according to iAs 20 [ Accounting for Govern-
ment Grants and disclosure of Government Assistance ] and reversed and recognized in in-
come over the useful life of the respective assets. As a result, this item is distributed over 
the useful lives of the subsidized assets that successively increase earnings in future fiscal 
years. this increase in earnings is offset by depreciation expense in a corresponding 
amount, which is thus neutralized when netted.

DEFERRED TAxES

deferred taxes are formed on all temporary differences between the carrying amounts in 
the tax base and the iFrs carrying amounts. deferred taxes are capitalized for losses carried 
forward if it is assumed that it will be possible to use these.

When measuring deferred taxes, the tax rates on the date of realization are used that 
 apply or are expected based on the current legal situation in the individual countries. de-
ferred tax assets and liabilities are netted as far as permissible.

PROvISIONS FOR PENSIONS

provisions for pensions are calculated based on the projected unit credit method according 
to iAs 19. during this process, future increases in salaries and pensions are taken into 
 account as well as the pensions and commitments known on the balance sheet date. if 
pension commitments are covered by plan assets, the net amount is disclosed.
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calculations are based on actuarial surveys based on biometric information. Actuarial gains 
and losses are recognized in income when the actuarial gains and losses not recognized 
at the start of the year exceed ten percent of the higher of the projected unit credit and 
the plan assets [ corridor method ]. past service cost is carried under personnel expenses, 
interest on the addition to provisions is carried under the financial result.

PROvISIONS FOR TAxES AND OTHER PROvISIONS

provisions for taxes and other provisions are formed if there is a current legal or de facto 
obligation to third parties that will probably lead to an outflow of resources in future and 
if these resources can be reliably estimated. provisions for warranties are formed taking 
into account the previous or estimated future claim history.

INCOME AND ExPENSES

As a rule, revenues are recorded on the date on which the products or merchandise are 
 delivered or the service was performed and risk was transferred to the customer. revenues 
are reduced by discounts, customer bonuses and rebates. in the case of long-term con-
struction contracts, revenues are recorded according to the percentage of completion.

production-related expenses are recorded upon delivery or when the service is used, all 
other expenses are recorded as expenses when they are incurred. this also applies to 
 development costs that cannot be capitalized. provisions for warranties are formed when 
the products are sold. interest and other borrowing costs are booked as expenses for the 
period.

ExPENSES FOR CAPITAL INCREASES

expenses incurred as part of capital increases, less all of the associated income tax benefits, 
are taken directly to equity according to iAs 32.

CONTINGENT LIABILITIES

contingent liabilities are possible liabilities to third paties that result from past events and 
for which existence still has to be confirmed by the occurrence or non-occurrence of one 
or several uncertain future events that are not fully within the manz group’s control. in 
 addition, contingent liabilities result from a current obligation that is due to past events 
but which, however, is not accounted for as the outflow of resources is not probable or 
the amount of the obligation cannot be sufficently reliably estimated.
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S i / L A n e  [ noun ]

[ Photovoltaics : thin-film solar ]
¬ Term used to designated the gaseous silicon-hydrogen compound. /… Used as a process gas in the 
production of silicon thin-film modules: a thin silicon layer is deposited on the glass using chemical 
vapor deposits [ CvD ]. /*… 

S i L / i / c o n  S o / L A r  t e c h / n o L / o / g y  [ noun ]

[ Photovoltaics : crystalline silicon solar cells ]
¬ A semiconductor is needed, /… to generate electricity from the sun’s rays. Silicon, a semi-metal 
and the second most common chemical element on earth after oxygen, is the first choice in this 
regard, as it is relatively cheap. However it has to be extremely carefully cleaned for use in solar 
technology [ purity 99.99 % ]. As a rule, a differentiation is made between crystalline and thin-film 
solar technology. ¬ Crystalline silicon solar cells need significantly more material, however they are 
more effective. ¬ Thin-film silicon solar cells need less material and are thus cheaper, however they 
are less effective. /*… 

S i n  c o A t / i n g  [ noun ]

[ Photovoltaics : crystalline silicon solar cells ]
¬ Silicon nitride is the most common material /… for anti-reflective coatings and gives the solar cells 
their blue color. It is generally deposited in vacuum processes from the vapor phase. /*...

S o / L A r  m o d / u L e  [ noun ]

[ Knowledge : Photovoltaics ]
¬ A solar module /… comprises solar cells connected in series. The number of solar cells determines 
the module’s output. /*...

S o / L A r  c e L L  [ noun ]

[ Knowledge : Photovoltaics ]
¬ A solar cell or photovoltaics cell /… is an electrical component. It converts the sunshine hitting the 
cell directly into electrical energy … / see photovoltaics  . This conversion takes place in a semi-conduc-
tive material such as silicon, cadmium telluride, copper-indium-diselenid. /*… 

S o / L A r  t e c h / n o L / o / g y  [ noun ]

[ Knowledge : Photovoltaics ]
¬ This term is used to summarize all of the techniques /… that use the sun’s rays as an energy 
source. The most important are solar collectors to heat water and other heat sources. And above all 
photovoltaics, … / see photovoltaics  which is used to convert the radiation into electricity. In addition, 
there are also industrial methods such as solar thermal power plants and thermic power plants [ that 
use heated or rising air ]. This future-proof market will be determined, in particular, by the photovolta-
ics sector. /*... 
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iii. notes to the consolidAted income stAtement

01  REvENUES

the breakdown of revenue by divisions and regions is included in the P 0087  segment 
 report. please refer to our comments in the segment report in section iV P 0107  .

02  OwN wORK CAPITALIzED

own work capitalized mostly results from the capitalization of development costs for the 
metalization process, the platform for scribing machines and further developments in the 
systems.solar division and for lcd handling.

in EUR thousand 2007 2006

Non-cash income 150 111

Exchange rate gains 647 90

Miscellaneous other operating income 118 10

915 211

03  OTHER OPERATING INCOME

in EUR thousand 2007 2006

Cost of raw materials and consumables used and of merchandise 29,016 14,711

Cost of purchased services 17,629 7,185

46,645 21,896

04  COST OF MATERIALS

in EUR thousand 2007 2006

Wages and salaries 14,401 9,682

Social security, pension and other benefit costs 2,193 1,643

16,594 11,325

Average annual number of employees 250 174

05  PERSONNEL ExPENSES
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in EUR thousand 2007 2006

Sales expenses 959 1,141

Advertising and travel expenses 1,924 1,140

Commission 56 170

Rent and leasing 1,094 396

Legal and consulting costs 790 574

Insurance 190 141

Exchange rate losses 294 80

Other 2,176 1,587

7,483 5,229

06  OTHER OPERATING ExPENSES

in EUR thousand 2007 2006

Other interest and similar income

 Bank interest 675 108

 Income from securities 154 0

 Interest and similar expenses

 Non-current liabilities −286 −440

 Current liabilities −54 −262

 Expenses equivalent to interest −9 −149

480 −743

07  FINANCIAL RESULT

non-current interest expenses relate, in particular, to interest from finance leases as well 
as non-current financial liabilities [ promissory notes ]. current interest expenses mostly 
comprise current account interest. during the year under review, expenses equivalent to 
income included the proportionate interest from pension expenses; during the previous 
year in particular the fixed fee and early repayment penalty for the silent partnership.

08  PARTIAL PROFIT TRANSFER

the expenses from partial profit and loss transfer agreements in 2006 relate to the 
 variable profits for the silent partnership.

09  INCOME TAxES

income taxes include both actual and deferred income taxes from temporary differences 
and existing tax losses carried forwards.

in EUR thousand 2007 2006

Actual tax expense 541 134

Deferred tax liabilities from temporary differences 1,769 1,183

Deferred tax income from tax loss carryforwards −1 −1

2,309 1,316
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income tax expenses are calculated using the tax rates which apply on the balance sheet 
date. As a result of the reform of corporate taxation which applies from 2008 in Germany, 
a tax rate of 28.08 % was taken into account when calculating deferred taxes. the resulting 
tax effect had an impact in 2007 increasing deferred taxes in the income statement to in-
crease earnings in the amount of eur 1,321 thousand.

the income tax expense disclosed in fiscal year 2007 in the amount of eur 2,309 thousand 
is eur 1,567 thousand lower than the forecast income tax expense in the amount of eur 
3,876 thousand, which would theoretically have resulted if the German tax rate of 36.73 % 
had been used for the company’s pre-tax earings. this tax rate is a combined income tax 
rate comprising the uniform corporation tax rate of 25 % plus the 5.5 % solidarity surcharge, 
and an effective trade tax rate of 14.06 %.

the difference between the forecast and disclosed income tax expense is due to the fol-
lowing:

in EUR thousand 2007 2006

Earnings before income taxes 10,554 4,095

Manz Automation AG’s income tax rate 36.73 % 36.73 %

Anticipated income tax expense 3,876 1,504

Tax rate differences – rest of world −154 −137

Tax impact on non-deductible operating expenses 5 159

Non-period tax expense 65 32

Impact of changes in the tax rate [ corparate tax reform 2008 ] −1,321 0

Tax income for the IPO expenses offset with  
the share premium −163 −242

Disclosed income tax expense 2,309 1,316

Effective taxation 21.88 % 32.14 %

the following overview shows deferred tax assets and liabilities at an individual balance 
sheet item level:

in EUR thousand Dec. 31, 2007 Dec. 31, 2006 Dec. 31, 2007 Dec. 31, 2006 

Non-current assets 1,507 1,305

Current assets 2,774 1,057

Tax losses carried forward 35 35

Provisions 7 9

Total [ consolidated balance sheet ] 35 35 4,288 2,371

Deferred tax assets Deferred tax liabilities

deferred taxes are only carried for tax losses carried forwards if it is sufficiently certain 
that these will be realized. the managing board believes that this is the case accross the 
board, as the business plans, which are updated on an ongoing basis, and the group’s 
 underlying strategic orientation mean that sufficient positive future earnings can be 
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expected. As a result, the value of the deferred tax assets has not been adjusted. deferred 
tax assets relate to manz Automation hungary Kft. and mVG hungary Kft., both located in 
hungary. the tax loss carryforwards on the balance sheet date totaled eur 215 thousand 
with no restrictions on carrying these forwards.

10  EARNINGS PER SHARE

earnings per share are calculated according to iAs 33.

in EUR 2007 2006

Consolidated earnings due to the shareholders of Manz AG 8,244,712 2,779,185

Weighted average number of shares in circulation 3,430,025 1,573,748

Earnings per share 2.40 1.77

earnings per share are calculated as the consolidated earnings divided by the weighted 
 average number of shares in circulation during the fiscal year. there were no activities that 
would have had a dilutive effect.
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iV. notes to the seGment reportinG

in its segment reporting, the activities of the manz group are broken down into divisions 
[ primary ] and regions [ secondary ] in line with iAs 14 [ segment reporting ]. this break-
down is based on the company’s internal management and takes into account the various 
risk and earnings structures in the division. manz Automation AG’s primary segments are 
its systems.solar, systems.lcd and systems.aico divisions. the systems.lab division, which 
had been planned last year for applications in the life science sector, was initially not 
 established as an independent division as a result of the boom in systems.solar, but was 
further developed in the systems.aico division. the secondary segments are broken down 
according to regions.

Activities in the systems.solar division span automation solutions for the production of 
solar cells and system solutions for the quality assessment and sorting of solar cells.

in the systems.lcd segment, the company produces end-to-end lines for handling sensitive 
products in cleanroom conditions. the focus here is on substrate handling for the produc-
tion of lcd flat screen displays.

the systems.aico division deals with the handling of small parts for the production of hard 
metal parts and the sale of robot and control systems.

the segment reports show the income, earnings, assets and liabilities for the group’s indi-
vidual segments. With the exception of central functions/other, there are only marginal 
delivery and performance relationships between the individual segments. the delivery and 
segment relationships within segments are consolidated. the exchange of performance 
between the segments is at the prices that would have been agreed in arm’s length trans-
actions.

segment reporting can be found in the P 0087  .
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V. notes to the consolidAted cAsh FloW stAtement

11  INFORMATION ON THE CASH FLOw STATEMENT

the cash flow statement shows how the manz group’s cash and cash equivalents have 
changed over the course of the year under review as a result of cash inflows and outflows. 
in line with iAs 7 [ cash Flow statements ], cash flows are broken down into operating 
 activities, investing activities and financing activities.

the cash and cash equivalents in the cash flow statement include all of the cash and cash 
equivalents carried on the balance sheet, comprising cash in hand, bank balances and 
 securities that can be liquidated short-term with a term of up to three months.

cash flows from investing and financing activities are shown using the direct method. the 
cash flows from investing activities from ongoing business include, additions to intangible 
assets as well as additions to property, plant and equipment as well as payments for finan-
cial investments in securities. Financing activities include cash outflows from dividend 
payments and the redemption of loans as well as cash inflows from issuing other financial 
liabilities.

in contrast, the cash flows from operating activities are derived based on earnings after 
taxes. in this regard, earnings after taxes are adjusted for non-cash expenses, mostly 
amortization/depreciation and changes in provisions as well as non-cash income, and the 
change in operating assets and liabilities is added.

in EUR thousand 2007 2006

Interest paid −128 −485

Interest received 794 108

Income tax paid −743 −451

Income taxes refunded 0 2

investments and financing which did not lead to a change in cash and cash equivalents are 
not included in the cash flow statement.
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Vi. notes to the consolidAted bAlAnce sheet

12  NON-CURRENT ASSETS

the changes in the group’s acquisition and historical costs and amortization/depreciation 
is shown in the statement of changes in non-current Assets P 0088  .

LEASED ASSETS [ FINANCE LEASE ]

during the year under review, as part of the expansion of the production facility in reutlingen, 
the previous finance lease agreement for the new building dating from 2005 was redrafted. 
in particular, the existing right to buy for manz Automation or the option to sell on the 
part of the lessor was reworked, with the effect that this no longer classifies as a finance 
lease. the carrying amounts capitalized under land and buildings as of August 1, 2007 to-
taling eur 6,051 were booked as a disposal. the corresponding current and non-current 
 financial liabilities from leasing were netted with this amount. this transaction thus did 
not impact earnings.

there are thus just two remaining finance leases in fiscal year 2007 for two cars that are 
carried under other equipment, operating and office equipment with a carrying amount of 
eur 24 thousand [ previous year: eur 11 thousand ].

during the year under review, lease instalments were paid totaling eur 308 thousand.

the following table shows the lease payments due in future at their cash values:

Remaining period

in EUR thousand  to 1 year 2 – 5 years Total

Minimum lease payments 5 19 24

Interest 1 4 5

Cash value 4 15 19

EqUITy-ACCOUNTED FINANCIAL INvESTMENTS

in september 2007, manz Automation AG acquired a 24.0 % interest in Axystems ltd., 
 israel, as part of a capital increase. this company’s activities span the development and 
production of control systems. Axystems was carried under associated companies using 
the equity method in the consolidated financial statements, as it is possible to exercise 
a significant influence. the proportion of profits due to manz AG in the year under review 
totaled eur 29 thousand.

the following table summarizes financial information for the equity-accounted financial in-
vestments: 

in EUR thousand 2007

Proportionate assets 220

Proportionate liabilities 128

Proportionate revenues 367

Proportionate net income 29  
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13  INvENTORIES

in EUR thousand 2007 2006

Raw materials and production supplies 1,794 1,570

Work in progress 10,579 2,803

Finished goods/merchandise 1,082 691

Advance payments made 1,257 298

14,712 5,362

in EUR thousand Dec. 31, 2007 Dec. 31,  2006

Future receivables from non-current construction contracts 13,852 5,438

Trade receivables 9,168 5,596

23,020 11,034

14  TRADE RECEIvABLES

Future receivables from non-current construction orders, accounted for according to the 
percentage of completion, are as follows:

in EUR thousand Dec. 31, 2007 Dec. 31, 2006

Production costs including outcome of the contract 
for non-current construction contracts 32,808 9,295

Less advance payments received −18,956 −3,857

13,852 5,438

15  DERIvATIvE FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

on the balance sheet date, the following currency forwards and currency swaps were 
used as hedges for usd income anticipated during the coming fiscal year using hedge ac-
counting:

Nominal volume Market value

in EUR thousand Dec. 31, 2007 Dec. 31, 2006 Dec. 31, 2007 Dec. 31, 2006

Forward exchange transactions 15,928 0 405 0

Forgeign exchange swaps 2,335 0 40 0

18,263 0 445 0

the nominal volume is the total of all buy and sell amounts for derivative financial trans-
actions. the market values are given by the valuation of the outstanding items at market 
prices without taking contradictory changes in value from the underlying transactions into 
account.

the derivative financial transactions have terms of up to January 4, 2008 to march 12, 
2008.

during the fiscal year, valuation gains totaling eur 445 thousand from ongoing cash flow 
hedges, after the deduction of deferred taxes totaling eur 125 thousand, were taken di-
rectly to equity and included in the revenue reserves. there were no material gains/losses 
from ineffective cash flow hedges
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in EUR thousand Dec. 31, 2007 Dec. 31, 2006

Tax receivables [ not income taxes ] 869 83

Receivables – staff 14 19

Interest deferrals 189 70

Rent deposits 84 42

Other 36 30

1,192 244

16  OTHER CURRENT RECEIvABLES

in EUR thousand Dec. 31, 2007 Dec. 31, 2006

Real estate 3,390 0

Promissory notes 3,000 0

Pension funds 2,657 0

Mixed funds 2,290 0

Equity funds 2,007 0

Bond and investments similar to bonds 1,210 0

14,554 0

17  SECURITIES

18  CASH AND CASH EqUIvALENTS

cash and cash equivalents are held as accounts and current investments with banks which 
have a remaining term of up to three months when they are received. these are measured 
at amortized cost.

19  PREPAID ExPENSES

this relates to deferred insurance premiums and trade fair costs.

20  SHAREHOLDERS’ EqUITy

the changes in the group’s individual equity items are shown separately in the statement 
of changes in consolidated equity P 0086  .

SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL

the share capital of the parent company manz Automation AG is carried as subscribed 
capital.

subscribed capital increased year-on-year to eur 3,582,900.00 [ previous year: eur 
3,257,250.00 ] and comprises 3,582,900 no-par value bearer shares. each no-par value 
share has thus has a nominal value of eur 1.00.

in partial use of the authorized capital and with the approval of the supervisory board 
on June 20, 2007, the company’s share capital was increased from eur 3,257,250.00 by 
eur 325,650.00 to eur 3,582,900.00. the increase was performed by issuing 325,650 new 
no-par value shares with an issuing amount of eur 1.00 per share and carrying profit 
 participation rights from January 1, 2007, excluding shareholders’ statutory subscription 
rights. the increase in the share capital was entered in the commercial register on June 27, 
2007. landesbank baden Württemberg, stuttgart, was authorized to subscribe to and ac-
quire the new shares subject to the condition that the new shares were offered as part 
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of a private placement at a placement price of eur 70.00 per share, with the total place-
ment price thus amounting to eur 22,795,500.00.

the number of shares in circulation is as follows:

Number of 
shares

Number of shares issued on December 31, 2006 3,257,250

Capital increase against cash contributions 325,000

Number of shares issued on December 31, 2007 3,582,900

SHARE PREMIUM

the share premium mostly includes shareholders’ contributions within the meaning of 
section 272 [ 2 ] no. 1 of the handelsgesetzbuch [ hGb – Germany commercial code ], less 
the costs of procuring capital after taxes.

REvENUE RESERvES

revenue reserves include, in the amount of eur 172 thousand, the impact of conversion 
to iFrs as of January 1, 2003.

the market valuation of financial instruments [ = available-for-sale securities and deriva-
tive financial instruments included in hedge accounting ] led to a loss of eur 547 thousand, 
which was taken directly to equity under retained earnings according to iAs 39. deferred 
tax liabilities on this amount totaling eur 154 thousand were also added to the revenue 
reserves according to iAs 12.61. the differences from the currency translation for financial 
statements of foreign subsidiaries in the amount of eur 12 thouand [ previous year: eur 27 
thousand ] were disclosed separtely under equity.

21  NON-CURRENT FINANCIAL DEBT

non-current financial liabilities realte to a promissory note with a nominal amount of 
eur 1,500,000.00 and bullet redemption on June 15, 2010. the loan bears interest of 5.4 %.

22  DEFERRED INvESTMENT SUBSIDIES

this item include deferred investment subsidies, including to the extent that these are to 
be reversed in the coming year, as these are exclusively in connection with property, plant 
and equipment. they exclusively relate to manz Automation hungary 

investment subsidies are associated with many conditions. As far as the company is cur-
rently aware, these conditions are all fully met, with the result that no repayments are 
 expected.

23  FINANCIAL LIABILITIES FROM LEASES

the lease liabilities result from the assets to be capitalized according to iAs 17 [ see note 
12  ].

the strong downturn in the year under review is due to the change in the previous finance 
lease for the new building at the company’s headquarters in reutlingen. this lease was 
 redrafted as part of the new lease agreement for the extension in 2007 in reutlingen, and 
is now to be classified as an operating lease.
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24  PROvISIONS FOR PENSIONS

provisions for pensions changed in the fiscal year as follows:

in EUR thousand Jan. 1, 2007 Taken up Additions Dec. 31, 2007

Provisions for pensions from 
direct committments 49 0 10 59

the cash value of the obligation from two direct commitments to the managing board 
members dieter manz and otto Angerhofer has been identified using the projected unit 
credit method according to iAs 19. the pension commitments each include a fixed monthly 
amount after reaching the age of 65 or as a result of professional disability. Figures were 
based on an interest rate of 5.6 % in 2007 [ previous year: 4.6 % ].

provisions for pensions were calculated taking into account biometric information according 
to prof. Klaus heubeck’s 2005 G mortality tables. the calculations are based on actuarial 
surveys. the balance-sheet related fluctuations within the thresholds set out by iAs 19 
[ +/– 10 % of the higher of the projected unit credit and the plan assets ] are not taken into 
account.

the plan assets exclusively comprises re-insurance policies. the anticipated income from 
the plan assets is around 3.1 % [ previous year 3 % ]. the anticipated payments into the 
plan assets for fiscal year 2008 total eur 9 thousand.

the plan assets spun off into re-insurance policies was compared with the projected unit 
credit at the end of the year [ financing status ]. provisions for pensions result after deduct-
ing the actuarial gains and losses not yet taken into account. 

in EUR thousand 2007 2006

Projected unit credit Jan. 1

Past service cost 182 175

Interest expense 33 −2

Projected unit credit December 31 9 9

Anwartschaftsbarwert 31.12. 224 182

Change in plan assets

Plan assets at fair value Jan. 1 135 123

Income from plan assets 5 3

Contributions by company 9 9

Plan assets at fair value Dec. 31 149 135

Financing status 75 47

Actuarial gains [ + ] / losses [ − ] not yet  
taken into account −16 2

Provisions for pensions 59 49
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the following table shows the breakdown of the amounts included in the income state-
ment.

in EUR thousand 2007 2006

Past service cost 33 −2

Interest expense 9 9

past service cost is carried under personnel expenses, however interest expenses are carried 
under the financial result.

25  OTHER NON-CURRENT PROvISIONS

other non-current provisions relate to provisions for warranties. these changed as follows 
during the fiscal year:

in EUR thousand Jan. 1, 2007 Taken up Additions DEC. 31, 2007

Provisions for warranties 221 221 321 321

26  TRADE PAyABLES

trade accounts payable are carried at amortized cost. their carrying amounts are mostly 
in line with market values; they are due within one year.

27  ADvANCE PAyMENTS RECEIvED

in this regard, please also refer to note 14  Future receivables from non-current construc-
tion contracts and the comments on the accounting and valuation methods.

28  TAx LIABILITIES

the disclosed amount include ongoing income tax liabilities. this mostly relates to sub-
sequent payments for corporation tax and trade tax from the external tax audit for manz 
Automation AG.

in EUR thousand Jan. 1, 2007 Taken up Additions Dec. 31, 2007

Tax liabilities 17 17 65 65

 

29  OTHER SHORT-TERM PROvISIONS

other current provisions changed as follows:

in EUR thousand Jan. 1, 2007 Taken up Additions Dec. 31, 2007

Personnel 1,142 1,142 2,327 2,327

Other areas 100 86 1,018 1,032

1,242 1,228 3,345 3,359

provisions for personnel mostly include obligations for vacation entitlements and overtime 
as well as profit participation and bonuses.
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other areas include provisions for outstanding invoices, contractual penalties, costs of 
preparing the annual financial statements and remuneration for the supervisory board.

30  OTHER LIABILITIES

other liabilities on the balance sheet date were composed as follows:

in EUR thousand Dec. 31, 2007 Dec. 31, 2006

Tax liabilities [ not income taxes ] 284 288

Social security liabilities and liabilities from wages and salaries 26 11

Other 5 182

315 481

the tax liabilities [ not income taxes ] primarily comprise VAt liabilities and liabilities from 
payroll and church tax. social security liabilities include, in particular, the contributions for 
social insurance still to be paid.

Vii. report on FinAnciAl instruments

carrying amounts and fair values of financial instruments:

consolidated financial statements and notes /… 
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in EUR thousand
Carrying 
amount Fair value 

Carrying 
amount Fair value

Trade receivables 23,020 23,020 11,034 11,034

Derivative financial instruments 445 445 0 0

Other current receivables 1,192 1,192 244 244

Securities 14,554 14,554 0 0

Cash and cash equivalents 18,888 18,888 12,542 12,542

total financial assets 58,099 58,099 23,820 23,820

Non-current financial debt 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500

Financial liabilities from leases 19 19 5,650 5,650

Non-current provisions 321 321 221 221

Trade payables 5,425 5,425 2,968 2,968

Other current provisions 3,359 3,359 1,242 1,242

Other liabilities 315 315 481 481

Financial liabilities from leases 5 5 527 527

total financial liabilities 10,944 10,944 12,589 12,589

Dec. 31, 2007 Dec. 31, 2006
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the carrying amounts of the financial instruments, broken down into valuation categories 
according to iAs 39, were as follows:

in EUR thousand Dec. 31, 2007 Dec. 31, 2006

Assets

Trade receivables 23,020 11,034

Other current receivables 1,192 244

Cash and cash equivalents 18,888 12,542

Loans and receivables 43,100 23.820

Available-for-sale financial assets 14,554 0

Liabilities and shareholders’ equity

Trade payables 5,425 2,968

Financial debt 1,500 1,500

Provisions 3,680 1,463

Other liabilities 315 481

Financial liabilities measured at cost 6,925 4,468

trade receivables include receivables from construction orders totaling eur 13,852 thousand 
[ previous year: eur 5,438 thousand ].

trade receivables, other current receivables, cash and cash equivalents, trade payables 
and the bulk of other liabilities from the scope of iFrs 7 mostly have short remaining 
terms. As a result, their carrying amounts on the balance sheet date approximate their fair 
values.

securities are carried at their fair values, with the result that there are no differences 
between their carrying amounts and fair values.

NET RESULTS ACCORDING TO THE vALUATION CATEGORIES IN IAS 39

the following table shows the net gains and losses as well as total interest income and 
 expense for financial instruments included in the income statement [ without derivative 
 financial instruments that are included in hedge accounting ]:

FiscAl yeAr 2007

in EUR thousand
Net gains/ 

losses

Total interest 
income/ 

expenses

Loans and receivables 316 618

Available-for-sale financial assets −16 170

Financial liabilities measured at cost 0 −127

300 661
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FiscAl yeAr 2006

in EUR thousand
Net gains/

losses

Total interest 
income/

expenses

Loans and receivables 2 68

Available-for-sale financial assets 0 40

Financial liabilities measured at cost 0 −343

2 −235

the net gains and losses from loans and receivables mostly include gains and losses from 
currency translation and changes in value adjustments for receivables.

the net gains and losses from the available-for-sale financial assets mostly include gains 
and losses from the disposal of securities.

the interest result for financial instruments in the category available-for-sale financial assets 
relates to interest income from securities.

interest income for financial instruments in the category loans and receivables is from the 
investment of cash and cash equivalents. the interest result in the category Financial 
 liabilities measured at cost mostly relates to interest expenses from non-current financial 
liabilities and financial liabilities to banks.

FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT AND FINANCIAL DERIvATIvES

As an international company, the manz Group is subject to credit, liquidity and market risks 
as part of its ordinary business activities. market risks result in particular from changes 
in exchange rates and interest rates. Financial risk management’s task is to control and 
limit these market risks via ongoing operational and financial activities. depending on the 
assessment of risks, derivative hedges are used. As a rule only cash flow risks are hedged. 
derivative financial instruments are exclusively used for hedging purposes and are thus 
not held for trading or speculation. in order to reduce the risk of default, hedges are only 
concluded with leading banks with immaculate credit ratings.

in order to minimize risks when investing cash and cash equivalents, investments are 
 restricted to financial investments which can be allocated to the money market, bonds 
market and real estate market in terms of their risk structure. in addition, the central 
 control and broad diversification of the securities portfolio with regard to various market 
risks combats the formation of risk clusters.

the managing board regularly agrees the fundamentals of the Group’s financial policy, 
and these are also monitored by the supervisory board.

CREDIT RISKS

credit risk is the risk that business partners will not fulfill their contractual obligations, 
thus resulting in a financial loss for the manz Group. the risk of default from operating 
business is determined by the customer’s credit rating. the company manages risk in its 
operating business by constantly monitoring trade receivables. to the extent that default 
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risks can be recognized for the financial assets, these risks are covered by write-downs. 
there is only a very slight risk from receivables, as our customers have excellent credit 
 ratings. in addition, orders are pre-financed with advance payments. no significant bad 
debt losses were recorded in the past. the amount of the financial assets gives the maxi-
mum risk of default. 

the following table shows the ages of the trade receivables:

in EUR thousand 2007 2006

Not overdue and not written down 6,537 3,980

Overdue and not written down

 to 30 days 1,239 807

 between 31 and 60 days 229 49

 between 61 and 90 days 266 57

 between 91 and 180 days 86 595

 more than 180 days 729 57

Written down 82 51

9,168 5,596

there were no indicators that write-downs have to be performed for trade receivables that 
have not been written-down.

Write-downs developed as follows:

in EUR thousand 2007 2006

Balance Jan. 1 51 40

Taken up 0 0

Additions 31 11

Balance Dec. 31 82 51

LIqUIDITy RISKS

liquidity risks, i. e., the risk that manz cannot fulfill its financial obligations, are restricted 
by creating the necessary financial flexibility as well as via effective cash management. 
manz uses suitable financial planning instruments to control the future liquidity situation. 
our current forecasts do not show any liquidity bottlenecks.

on the balance sheet date, there were unused overdraft/guarantee facilities totaling 
eur 9,795 thousand [ previous year: eur 4,503 thousand ], which could be used as either 
overdrafts or guarnatee facilities [ use of guarantees as of december 31, 2007: eur 2,205 
thousand ]. in addition, there are unused guarantee facilities with credit insurance com-
panies totaling eur 4,557 thousand [ previous year: eur 846 thousand ]; these had been 
taken up in the amount of eur 10,443 thousand [ previous year: eur 6,154 thousand ].
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the following tables show the contractually agreed, un-discounted interest and redemption 
payments for the financial instruments under iFrs 7:

in EUR thousand Total 2008 2009 2010

Dec. 31, 2007

Non-current financial debt 1,202 81 81 1,040

Liabilities from finance leases 24 8 8 8

Trade payables 5,425 5,425

Other liabilities 315 315

6,966 5,829 89 1,048

in EUR thousand Total 2007 2008 2009ff.

Dec, 31, 2006

Non-current financial debt 1,283 81 81 1,121

Liabilities from finance leases 22,568 527 524 21,517

Trade payables 2,968 2,968

Other liabilities 481 481

27,300 4,057 605 22,638

there is no collateral for the manz group’s loans drawn down and guarantee facilities vis-
a-vis banks used as of the balance sheet date . the bullet redemption promissory note is 
subject to covenants. For information on the reduction in liabilities from finance leases in 
2007, please refer to note 13  .

CURRENCy RISKS

there are only material currency risks for the manz Group from revenues invoiced in us 
dollars. usd forward sales are used to hedge these as cash flow hedges. material is pur-
chased to a minor extent in us dollars. these purchases are not hedged.

the following sensitivity analyses show the effects that a fluctuation of 10 % in the us dol-
lar would have on annual earnings and equity. the analysis is based on the respective im-
pact of fluctuations in the exchange rate on the balance sheet date:

in EUR thousand
Exchange rate

+10 %
Wechselkurs 

– 10 %
Exchange rate

+10 %
Wechselkurs 

– 10 %

Changes in profit and loss and equity

Trade receivables −18 23 0 0

Trade payables 20 −24 0 0

Changes in equity

Fluctuations in market value for derivative finan-
cial instruments [ cash flow hedges ] 2.041 −1.545 0 0

Dec. 31, 2007 Dec. 31, 2006
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INTEREST RATE RISKS

the risks from changes in the interest rate for the manz Group are mostly from financial 
 liabilities totaling eur 1.5 million. there is a fixed interest agreement for these liabilities 
through to final maturity in June 2010. there is thus no risk from fluctuations in the inter-
est rate. A sensitivity analysis is thus not required.

OTHER PRICE RISKS

there are no other price risks from financial instruments. it is thus not necessary to identify 
sensitivities.

Viii. continGent liAbilities And other FinAnciAl commitments

there were no contingent liabilities on the balance sheet date.

the manz group has concluded various rental agreements for premises and leases for ope-
rating and office equipment and cars. the minimum lease payments from operating leases 
and rental agreements that cannot be terminated are as follows:

in EUR thousand 2007 2006

Minimum lease payments

 Residual term of up to 1 year 1,195 161

 Residual term 1 – 5 years 3.957 205

 Residual term > 5 years 13,035 0

in fiscal year 2007, rental and leasing payments totaling eur 734 thousand [ previous year: 
eur 311 thousand ] were recorded under other operating expenses.

this does not include liabilities from finance leases [ see note 12  ] .
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t e x / t u r / i n g  [ noun ]

[ Photovoltaics : crystalline solar cells ] 
¬ A wet chemical process /… is used to roughen the surface of the solar cell. The rough surface 
means that less light is reflected thus allowing it to better penetrate the solar cell. This allows more 
light to be used to generate electricity, increasing the cell’s efficiency. /*...

t h i n - f i L m  S o / L A r  m o d / u L e  [ noun ]

[ Photovoltaics : thin-film solar modules ]
¬ This technology is used  /... for  example, to add amorphous silicon to a glass substrate [ aSi ]. The 
efficiency is around 6 to 8 %. As the layer thickness is just a hundredth of crystalline silicon, the 
use of thin-film technology is of great interest for the solar industry. A coating of micro-crystalline 
silicon [ µcSi ] also makes it possible to increase these modules’ efficiency. ¬ Thin-film modules are 
also available with additional, efficient semi-conductor coatings. For example made of: ¬ copper-
indium-sulfur or selenium compounds [ CIS ] or ¬ Cadmium-Telluride compounds [ CdTe ]. These ultra-
thin semi-conductor layers have the advantage that they are more efficient in some cases [ up to 
12 % ]. However at higher prices. This is coupled with the fact that some of them are based on toxic 
base materials. /*...

W A / f e r  [ noun ]

[ Photovoltaics : crystalline silicon solar cells ]
¬ Silicon solar cells are wafer-based. /… wafers are made of ultra-pure monocrystalline or polycrys-
talline silicon, that first has to be pulled or poured [ polycrystalline ] or grown [ monocrystalline ]. 
The approx. 0.2 mm thick wafers are then cut out of the resulting sheets or cylinders and these are 
then used to make the solar cells. /*… 

W A / f e r  i n / S p e c / t i o n  S y S / t e m  [ noun ]

[ Photovoltaics : crystalline silicon solar cells ]
¬ These systems automatically test the wafers /… for defects and allocate these to various cat-
egories. The starting material, in particular the wafer, must be perfect. ¬ Testing the silicon discs 
optically and electronically using Manz Automation’s inspection systems is thus ultra-precise and 
comprehensive. with minimum breakage rates and a throughput of 2,400 wafers/h. /*… 

Z e / n i t h [ noun ]

[ Knowledge : Energy ]
¬ The highest point in the sky of a celestial body. /… This point is still to come for the photovolta-
ics sector. Traditional sources of energy damage the environment and are becoming increasingly 
expensive. In contrast, the costs of photovoltaics equipment are falling, and their efficiency will 
climb to more than 20 %. Photovoltaics systems do not damage the landscape and are practically 
maintenance-free. And there’s even more good news: The sun will keep on providing us with its 
energy for the next 4 to 5 billion years, absolutely free of charge. /*… 

lexicon end

lexicon si – so
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ix. eVents AFter the bAlAnce sheet dAte

ACqUISITION OF CHRISTIAN MAJER GMBH & CO. KG

A 100 % interest in christian majer Gmbh & co. KG in tübingen was acquired as of January 1, 
2008. this company currently has almost 80 employees, of which more than 50 are in-
volved in the production and installation of machines. the acquisition gives manz access 
to additional capacity. in addition to the manufacture of mechanical parts, the company 
 also has additional warehouse and assembly halls available with a total area of around 
5,200 m².

ACqUISITION OF BöHM ELECTRONIC SySTEMS SLOwAKEI S.R.O.

manz acquired a 90 % interest in böhm electronic systems slowakei s.r.o. in nove mesto 
vad nahom as of February 1, 2008. Acquiring this slovakian engineering company has 
 doubled manz Automation’s production and warehouse capacity, enabling it to produce 
entire systems in slovakia, a low-cost location.

ACqUISITION OF INTECH MACHINES CO., LTD

manz Automation AG made an acquisition offer for the listed company intech machines 
co., ltd. in taiwan in February 2008. As of April 1, 2008, manz AG had acquired an interest 
totaling 70 %.

there were no further events of particular importance after the end of fiscal year 2007. 
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x. relAted pArties report

manz Automation AG’s related parties are: the members of the managing and supervisory 
boards including their family members and companies over which manz AG, the members 
of the managing and supervisory boards and their close family members can excercise a 
significant influence. 

MANAGING BOARD

dieter manz [ engineering graduate ] – ceo
martin hipp [ business administration graduate ], cFo from march 1, 2007
Volker renz, [ engineering graduate ], coo since may 1, 2007
otto Angerhofer [ engineering graduate ]

SUPERvISORy BOARD

dr. Jan Wittig [ chairman ], Attorney [ dr. schaudt und Kollegen – Attorneys, stuttgart ]
dr. heiko Aurenz, [ deputy chairman ], [ managing partner of ebner stolz mönning unter-
nehmensberatung Gmbh, stuttgart ]
prof. rolf d. schraft, [ former head of Fraunhofer institute for production technology and 
Automation, stuttgart ]

CONSULTING SERvICES FROM EBNER STOLz MöNNING UNTERNEHMENSBERATUNG GMBH

dr. Aurenz supported manz Automation AG in introducing and maintaining a management 
information system and during the implementation of due diligence as a partner at the 
firm of management consultants ebner stolz mönning. there were no liabilities to ebner 
stolz mönning unternehmensberatung Gmbh as of december 31, 2007. consulting costs 
totaling eur 95 thousand were incurred with ebner stolz mönning management consul-
tants in fiscal year 2007.

REMUNERATION FOR MEMBERS OF THE MANAGING AND SUPERvISORy BOARDS

the members of the managing board received remuneration totaling eur 572 thousand in 
fiscal year 2007. the supervisory board’s remuneration for 2007 totaled eur 28 thousand.

PROPOSAL ON THE APPROPRIATION OF PROFITS

According to section 58 [ 2 ] of the AktG, manz Automation AG’s dividend disbursement is 
geared to the net retained profits in manz Automation AG’s financial statements prepared 
according to hGb accounting as of december 31, 2007.

the managing board proposes to carry the net profits of manz Automation AG as of de-
cember 31, 2007 forward to new account in the full amount of eur 632,801.90
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RELEASE OF THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

manz Automation AG’s managing board released these iFrs consolidated financial state-
ments to be passed on to the supervisory board on April 5, 2008. the supervisory board’s 
task is to review the consolidated financial statements and declare whether it approves 
the consolidated financial statements.

reutlingen, April 5, 2008

manz Automation AG – the managing board

consolidated financial statements and notes /… 
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We have audited the consolidated financial statements of manz Automation AG, reutlin-
gen, comprising the consolidated income statement, consolidated balance sheet, consoli-
dated cash flow statement, consolidated statement of changes in equity and the notes 
to the consolidated financial statements as well as the group management report for the 
fiscal year from January 1 to december 31, 2007. the preparation of the consolidated finan-
cial statements and the consolidated management report in accordance with iFrss, as 
 they are to be applied in the eu, and the supplementary provisions of section 315a [ 1 ] of 
the handelsgesetzbuch [ hGb – German commercial code ] are the responsibility of the 
company’s legal representatives. our responsibility is to express an opinion, based on our 
audit, on the annual consolidated financial statements and the consolidated management 
report.

We conducted our audit in accordance with section 317 of the hGb and in compliance 
with the principles of proper auditing adopted by the institut der Wirtschaftsprüfer [ idW ]. 
those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assur-
ance about whether inaccuracies and violations are identified that could have a material 
effect on the view of the financial position and results of operations presented by the 
 annual consolidated financial statements with due regard to the accounting standards to 
be applied and by the group management report. the process of defining the audit proce-
dures takes account of knowledge about the business activities and the economic and 
 legal environment of the company, as well as expectations of possible errors. An audit in-
cludes examining, largely on a test basis, the effectiveness of the internal control system 
and evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the annual consolidated finan-
cial statements and the Group management report. An audit also includes assessing the 
annual financial statements of the companies included in consolidation, the definition of 
the scope of consolidation, the accounting principles used and significant estimates made 
by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the annual consolidated 
financial statements and the group management report. We are confident that our audit 
provides a sufficiently sound basis on which to make an assessment.

our audit led to no objections.

in our opinion, based on the results of our audit, the consolidated financial statements 
comply with iFrss as these are to be applied in the eu and the supplementary provisions 
of the hGb as stipulated by section 315a [ 1 ] of the hGb, and convey a true and fair view of 
the group’s financial position and results of opertions. the group management report is 
consistent with the consolidated financial statements and as a whole provides a suitable 
view of the Group’s position and suitably presents the opportunities and risks of future de-
velopment.

reutlingen, April 10, 2008

alltax gmbh
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft
steuerberatungsgesellschaft

Klaiber     Aigner 
Wirtschaftsprüfer    Wirtschaftsprüfer

Auditor’s opinion
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it looks idyllic, 

but inside 
they’re hard at work.
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outro

… iF you cAn rely on A source oF enerGy thAt neVer runs dry /…



... / 
on the way 

to a meeting.
 

…
/*



… And iF you hAVe A Key AdVAntAGe When usinG thAt source oF enerGy/…

outro

 



... / 
the sun is still 
hard at work: 

providing warmth 
in the last meeting 

of the day.
 

…
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... / 
A day at manz 

draws to a close.
 
…
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outro

… then you hAVe A GreAt opportunity.

… / If you can rely on a source of energy that never runs dry and if you have a key advantage when using that source of energy, then 
you have a great opportunity. … / But there’s more. you have many opportunities. Innovational potential, coupled with the growth 
 potential of the solar energy market, allows us to anticipate developments that will give us very good opportunities in future. And 
 secure our growth.

electriFyinG perspectiVes 





... / 
the sun’s going down? 

not quite. 

it’s coming up again 
16,000 km to the west.

 
…
/*
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